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Abstract 
In this research project, we attempt to unravel the semantic and syntactic properties 
of instrument classifier predicates in TJSL. Data from TJSL show that the correlation 
between classifier handshape and argument structure of the predicate, as suggested by 
Brentari and Benedicto (2004) in ASL, does not hold in TJSL. We have systematically 
devised an inventory of instrument classifier handshapes and classified them according 
to the criteria in the literature. It turned out that three types of classifier handshapes are 
observed, namely, whole entity classifier, handling classifier and whole 
entity+handling classifier. Agentivity tests were adopted in order to detect the existence 
of agent argument in these predicates. The results showed that whole entity classifiers 
indeed can enter into transitive predicates, which is contrary to the argument of 
Zwitserlood (2003) and Benedicto and Brentari's (2004) that whole entity classifier can 
only be found in unaccusative predicates and related only to internal arguments. In 
instrument classifier predicates in TJSL, whole entity classifiers are associated with 
instrument arguments only. Thus, there arises the question how the agent argument is 
represented in such predicates, as these predicates are typically transitive and agentive. 
The adoption of non-manual analysis as well as agent-related adverb test showed that 
the signer's body is closely related to the agent argument. With agent-oriented 
non-manuals, even the whole entity classifiers can enter into these transitive, 
instrument classifier predicates. We also found a type of classifier handshapes, which 
interestingly combine whole entity and handling classifiers. Adopting Brentari and 
Benedicto's (2004) analysis, it would be difficult to analyze these counterexamples, 
because one particular predicate could not be unaccusative and transitive at the same 
time. Our analysis in which the signer's body assumes that argument of agent can 
resolve the whole entity+handling classifier puzzle. 
Moreover, we also argued that handling classifiers cannot determine the agentivity 
of the predicate. If a handler is not a human being, agent argument will not appear in 
handling classifier predicates as proposed by Benedicto and Brentari (2004) in ASL and 
Benedicto et al. (2007) in Catalan Sign Language. Thus, this provides evidence that the 
encoding of agentive information should be separated from classifier handshape. In 
view of these findings, we reach a conclusion that classifier handshape morpheme are 
not correlated to the valency of the predicate. Also, classifier handshape morpheme 
cannot determine the argument structure of the predicate. Data in TJSL show that it is 
possible for three different types of classifier handshapes to be adopted in the same 
predicate and the choice depends on which morphosyntactic feature(s), be it size and 
shape, manner of manipulation or both, is(are) selected in the predicate. 
Unlike spoken language, instrument argument in TJSL is an obligatory argument. 
This observation led us to propose that they do not behave like pure adjuncts in spoken 
languages, e.g. the one headed by a preposition in English. Neither do we find the status 
of instruments the same as internal arguments such as theme in the predicates. Adopting 
Pylkannen's (2002, 2008) applicative structure in DM framework, we propose that 
ApplhighP should be projected syntactically to accommodate the instrument argument in 
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instrument classifier predicates. To be more specific, the ApplhighP structurally lies 
between the VoiceP and vR The instrument argument is located in the spec of ApplP. 
This structure gives a more satisfactory explanation as to why instrument is obligatory 
in this type of predicates in TJSL, which also contributes to the status of instrument 
argument in natural languages in general. To recapitulate, we put forward the proposal 
that instrument is selected by a functional applicative head lying externally to vP in the 
same manner as VoiceP. Although ApplhighP lies externally to vP in the same manner as 
VoiceP, semantically agentivity is specific to VoiceP, not vP (cf. Kim 2011). In addition, 
the analysis of ApplhighP being an external argument introducer, besides VoiceP, also 
gives support to the claim that instrument argument is not selected by the main verb, 
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Chapter One Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
This thesis represents an attempt to unravel the morphosyntactic properties of 
instrument classifier predicates in Tianjin Sign Language (henceforth TJSL). 
Classifier predicates represent a unique phenomenon in sign linguistics research 
because typologically all reported sign languages have claimed observation of such a 
construction. They come with a sign consisting one or two handshapes and a 
movement of various shapes or directions as well as degrees of intensity. The 
movement encodes the predicate root and the handshape the argument of the predicate. 
Research so far confirms that these two major components are affixes and that the 
handshape affix is a verbal classifier, as against nominal classifiers, in natural 
languages. As a classifier, the handshape affix is pronominal in nature, usually 
preceded by a lexical antecedent in a SOV(cl_pred) order] This compositional nature 
distinguishes this sign from other signs in the language, which have a lexical basis in 
their underlying structure, comprised of handshape and movement just as discrete 
phonological units. To date, research on classifier predicates in signed languages 
largely focuses on motion and location predicates, involving agent/theme as well as 
goal/location as arguments. There is little attention on instrument as argument which 
may enter into either transitive or intransitive predicates. Thus, the analysis of 
instrument classifier predicates is crucial for our understanding of how instrument 
enters into a transitive causative predicate as argument in signed languages 
morphosyntactically, how it is distinguishable from handling classifiers- another type 
of apparently structurally similar classifier handshape, or whether it is distinguishable 
from instrumental nominals that share a lot of structural characteristics and have been 
analyzed functionally in terms of Noun-Verb pairs in the literature� 
1 It has been reported that sentences involving classifier predicates usually follows the SOV order. In TJSL, a 
similar order is found, but our focus will be on the predicate itself, to find out how such a sign is derived 
morphosyntactically. 
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Analysis of classifier predicates in general has seen a number of approaches, from 
earlier attempts to capture them within a cognitive-functional framework (Slobin 2003 
on sign language of the Neitherland (henceforth NGT); Zeshan 2000 on Indo-Pakistan 
sign language; Tang 2003 on Hong Kong sign language (henceforth HKSL); Engberg 
Pedersen 1993 on Danish Sign Language (henceforth DSL)) to the current formal 
morphosyntactic analyses (Gliick and Pfau 1998 on German Sign Language 
(henceforth GSL); Zwitserlood 2003 on NGT; Benedicto and Brentari 2004 on ASL; 
Benedicto et al. 2007 on ASL, Catalan SL; Lau 2002 on HKSL, Lam 2009 on HKSL). 
As far as the formal approaches are concerned, there has been an underlying 
assumption that classifier handshapes 'determine' the valency/transitivity of 
predicates. This concept is explicitly spelt out in Benedicto and Brentari (2004) in 
form of classifier handshape type and syntactic phrase structure. While this 
assumption may be valid in ASL or other signed languages, little verification has been 
conducted in Asian sign languages. 
The current project aims to tackle this issue, that is, we want to ascertain whether 
classifier handshapes determine valency/transitivity of predicate, and to what extent, 
especially in the context of instrument classifier predicates in TJSL, a variety of 
Chinese Sign Language. Our observations suggest the contrary. The data on 
instrument classifier predicates in TJSL suggest that generally no such correlation 
exists. There is no one-to-one mapping between classifier handshape and 
valency/transitivity of the predicate. Following Zwitserlood (2003), we will offer an 
alternative account within the framework of Distributed Morphology. Following 
Pylkannen (2009), we propose that the instrument classifier in TJSL heads high 
applicative phrase, on the observation that the predicate is 3-place: agent, theme and 
instrument�Detailed analysis will be fleshed out in Chapter 6. 
As there are classifiers as well as instrument as obligatory argument in the 
classifier predicates of signed languages, in this chapter, we will first provide a brief 
summary of the typology of classifiers in spoken languages, to be followed by a brief 
introduction on earlier analyses of classifier predicates in the signed linguistics 
literature. A review on some current formal analyses of classifier predicates in signed 
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languages will be provided in Chapter 2. Then, we will review how instruments are 
analyzed in spoken languages. With the above as background, we hope to situate the 
current analysis of instrument classifier predicates in TJSL within the larger picture of 
valency/transitivity in natural languages. Towards the end of the chapter, we will spell 
out the objectives of the current study, research questions and major claims. Lastly, 
we will introduce the general organization of the thesis. 
1.2 Classifiers in natural languages 
In this section, we will first present some typological discussions about the 
classifier systems in spoken languages; then we will offer a corresponding discussion 
on signed language classifiers. 
1.2.1 Classifier systems in spoken languages 
Typologically, languages are categorized into classifier and non-classifier 
languages, and there are more non-classifier languages than classifier languages, 260 
vs. 140 respectively (Gil 2005). Traditional analysis claims that classifiers are discrete 
morphological units related to some salient properties of an argument (Allan 1977). 
Aikhenvald (2000) divides classifier morphology into several groups, according to the 
grammatical functions and semantics displayed by these classifiers. We will adopt 
such a division in the thesis. Noun classes or genders as observed in French and 
Spanish are highly grammaticalized agreement classes, the categorization of which is 
based on certain core characteristics of noun referents in terms of animacy, gender, 
humanness and shape. Some languages might assign just one noun class for most 
nouns, while others might choose different noun classes to highlight a particular 
inherent property of a referent. Table 1 summarizes the functions and meanings of the 
groups of classifiers discussed in Aikhenvald (2000)�Among them, numeral 
classifiers have been subject to intensive research. In Chinese, for example, the 
classifier occurs between the noun and numeral (i.e. num-CL-N). Recent studies on 
numeral classifiers attempt to address some formal semantic issues like count-mass 
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distinction and object-kind denotation. Chierchia (1998) and subsequently Borer 
(2005) suggest that common nouns in classifier languages are mass-like and lack 
individuation, therefore classifiers in those languages carry the function of counting, 
i.e. to make nouns countable by individualizing them. Later studies such as Cheng and 
Sybesma (1999) show that count-mass discussion is there at the classifier level, 
although it does not show up at the noun level, as Chinese has no plural morphology, 
like English. Another issue commonly discussed is whether the classifier phrase is 
kind or object denoting. It has been observed that when a classifier occurs obligatorily 
with a numeral, the interpretation is unambiguously object denoting. This 
interpretation has been attested in many spoken languages like Japanese, Mandarin, 
and Malay, Thai, etc. (Nomoto 2010, Cheng and Sybesma 1999). Cheng and Sybesma 
(1999) argue that the classifier head performs deictic function like the Determiner 
head (henceforth D-head). They claim that the count-classifier "picks out one instance 
of what is denoted by N" (Cheng and Sybesma 1999: 517). In other words, in addition 
to the function of individuation, classifiers also carry a deictic function in the sense 
that it picks out a referent in the possible world that matches the properties denoted by 
N. 
Classifiers Grammatical Typical semantics 
types functions 
Noun classes Determination, Animacy, physical properties, rarely nature or 
head-modifier, function 
; agreement 
Numeral Quantification, Animacy, social status and kinship 
classifiers enumeration relationship, directionality and orientation, 
physical properties, nature, quanta, 
arrangement, functional properties 
I Noun Determination Social status, functional properties, nature 
5 classifiers f 
r- • . • • • • /； 
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Verbal Object/Subject Physical properties directionality and 
classifiers agreement spatial orientation, nature, function, quanta, 
鮮 location arrangement, rarely animacy 
,Re la t iona l Possession , Functional properties, nature > 
, '…,,/,' /' r'' , ？' '々"/" ‘ / ‘.衫，' ‘ " ； 
, • ：“, “ 心 。 , / Z ‘ ““ “ 7 Z ‘ 。 ， ‘ , 
‘c lass i t iers “ , , \ ' / : , 然 鄉 : 么 ： ？ 々 件 。 " 广 , 
Possessed Possession Physical properties, nature, animacy, 
i^BS^^Ig:二iSiliiasilil^ 
classifiers functional properties 
Locative Spatial location Physical properties, nature, rarely animate s 
: , 、 " ； ， 【 r r p 
Deictic Spatial location. Directionality and orientation, physical 
classifiers determination properties, nature 
Table 1. Grammatical functions and semantics of classifiers types 
Table 1 is adapted from the discussions of classifier systems by Aikenvald (2000). 
As seen in Table 1, there are other types of classifiers, such as noun classifiers (where 
the classifiers are juxtaposed to the noun), verbal classifiers (where the classifiers 
occur with the verb), relational classifiers, and possessed classifiers (where the 
classifiers occur in possessive constructions), locative classifiers (where the classifiers 
occur in locative adpositions), and deictic classifiers (where the classifiers occur with 
deictics and articles). It is proposed in the literature that "classifier predicates in 
signed languages fall into the verbal classifier type" (Benedicto and Brentari 2004: 
744)�Therefore，in this discussion, we will adopt this assumption and treat the 
instrument handshape as an exemplification of verbal classifier. 
According to Aikhenvald (2000:3), verbal classifiers, which are observed in 
Papuan languages, refer to morphemes that "appear on the verb, but (...) categorize a 
noun". They usually come in three forms: (a) classificatory noun incorporation, where 
a noun is incorporated into a verb, (b) an affix to the verb, and (c) suppletive 
'classificatory verbs'. Appearing on the verb, verbal classifiers are said to have the 
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function of categorizing the referent of the argument(s) of the predicate in terms of its 
shape, consistency, size, structure, position, and animacy. Morpho-syntactically, they 
may co-occur with the corresponding argument. According to Aikenvald (2000), in 
some spoken languages, verbal classifiers are optional. They can be used to maintain 
reference to a noun. In Papuan languages, verbal classifiers are used to reintroduce 
participants to the predicate (Merlan et al. 1997). In South American Indian 
Languages, verbal classifiers are often used anaphorically (Aikenval and Green 1998). 
Imonda (Papuan, Waris language family) below is an example of verbal classifiers in 
spoken languages: 
(1) Imonda 
sa ka-m p6t-ai-h-u 
coconut ISG-GOAL CL:FRUIT-give-RECIPIENT-IMERATIVE 
'Give me the coconut.' 
(Aikenvald 2000: 152) 
In sum, the spoken language literature has offered a reference against which sign 
language researchers attempt to characterize the handshape affix in classifier 
predicates. In the ensuing sections, we will review the literature on sign language 
classifiers, the typologies proposed so far, nature of categorization, and some crucial 
formal analyses. As we shall see, some of the grammatical and semantic properties 
discussed above will crop up in our analysis of signed language classifiers. 
1.2.2 Classifiers in signed languages 
All signed languages investigated to date have classifiers displayed by particular 
handshapes in signs. Earlier analyses focus primarily on the functional nature of 
classifier signs in motion and location predicates, attempting to unravel their 
conceptual components using Talmy's 'figure-ground' analysis. In addition to 
American Sign Language (henceforth ASL), other signed languages that joined this 
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exploration are many, such as Engberg-Pedersen (1993) on Danish Sign Language, 
Tang (2003) and Tang and Gu (2007) on Hong Kong Sign Language (henceforth 
HKSL), Schembri (2007) on Australian Sign Language (henceforth Auslan), Hong 
(2008) on Korean Sign Language (henceforth KSL), to name but a few. Emmorey 
(2003) offers an initial documentation of some of these earlier analyses of classifiers 
in signed languages. Since then, interests in this construction burgeoned into different 
directions. To date, researchers have reached a consensus that classifiers are 
morphosyntactic constructions but they differ in the ways they attempt to capture their 
linguistic properties. In this chapter, we will focus on those formal analyses discussed 
in the field so far.^ 
Traditional assumption was that the handshape of a sign denotes characteristics of 
noun referents. Frishberg (1975) first observed this linguistic phenomenon in ASL and 
associated the handshape with classifier in spoken language. She argues that some of 
the iconicity observed in location and motion predicates might be due to the 
morphological complexity involved, in the sense that the manual articulators in ASL 
signs sometimes express certain semantic features of the noun arguments. 
Subsequently, further systematic investigation on ASL classifiers had been conducted 
and documented in Supalla (1978, 1982, 1986) and McDonald (1982). Yet, there had 
been diverse views on the nature of these hand configurations. Hoemann (1975) 
commented that the high degree of iconicity and variability only meant that classifiers 
were paralinguistic phenomena, because these forms were unlike anything found in 
spoken language. DeMatteo (1977) and Mandel (1977) supported this view, claiming 
that these hand configurations, however referential in nature, appeared to be varying 
in a non-discrete and analogue fashion. Cogill-Koez (2000) challenged this view and 
questioned whether classifiers in signed languages are linguistic elements at all. 
On the other hand, some other researchers persisted in uncovering the linguistic 
properties of classifiers�They considered the above explanations based on visual 
form-meaning relationships to be 'linguistically insufficient，，although classifier 
2 Readers are encouraged to consult Emmorey (2003) for some earlier functional analyses. 
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handshapes appear to reflect characteristics of referents iconically (Wilbur, 1987, 
p. 169). Supalla (1978), McDonald (1982), Schick (1990) and others argued that sign 
language classifiers share similar grammatical functions and semantics of classifiers 
in spoken languages. Earlier proposal of the morphosyntactic nature of classifiers can 
be found in Supalla (1982), who claimed that ASL verbs that express motion or 
location of an entity are morphologically complex. These predicates consist of a 
motion root, which can be combined with one or more classifiers. He also claimed 
that the classifiers are variables and bear a systematic relation with the referent that is 
involved in the event expressed by the verb. The root and the classifier(s) together 
form the stem of the 'verb' (1982:23). Classifiers, according to Supalla (1982: 32-33), 
are morphemes marking salient characteristics of an entity. The characteristics that are 
marked encode particular shapes or abstract semantic categories. According to him, 
nouns are associated with a set of classifiers that can be used in a predicate. This, he 
argues, to a large extent, is similar to those found in polysynthetic Athabaskan 
languages where the selection of a classifier is partly determined by the semantic role 
of the noun in the argument structure. Supalla (1982) also resorted to the study of first 
language acquisition of ASL to verify the linguistic properties of classifier predicates. 
He suggested that classifiers appeared relatively late in children's sign language 
development due to a high degree of morphological complexity with this structure.^ 
Suppalla's insight has been adopted in the literature so far but further refinements 
are necessary in order to arrive at a formal analysis of this unique construction in 
signed languages. In Chapter Two, we will offer a classification of the classifier 
hanshapes and movement units. In the following section, we will discuss some 
theoretical issues concerning the syntactic status of instrumentals in the literature of 
spoken languages. 
3 For some researchers, while agreeing that "classifiers" in signed languages have certain 
linguistic import, they cautioned against the association of classifier predicates with classificatory 
verbs of handling, motion, and location of Athabaskan languages (Schembri 2001). 
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1.3 Instruments in spoken languages 
In spoken languages, instrument argument has been widely treated as an adjunct 
since it is not usually obligatory in the predicate (JackendofF 1990; Levin and 
Rappaport 1988 among others). However, Baker (1988a: 242-243), following 
Marantz (1984), shows that in Bantu languages, benefactives, instrumentals and 
locative phrases are indeed arguments of the verb. He argus that “it does not 
necessarily follow from the fact that benefactive and instrumental phrases are never 
obligatory that they are not theta marked by the verb when they do appear" (Baker 
1988: 239). Speas (1990) suggests that a distinction has to be made between adjuncts 
which are assigned thematic roles from the verbs (i.e. "theta marked adjuncts") and 
those which are not (i.e.“pure adjuncts"). Following Speas (1990), Ono (1992) 
provides further evidence to show that instruments are not pure adjuncts. He uses 
"anti-reconstruction" as a diagnosis for distinguishing arguments and theta marked 
adjuncts from pure adjuncts. Anti-reconstruction effect refers mainly to the way 
Condition C of the binding theory (Chomsky, 1981) applies when there is a fronted 
pure adjunct with r-expression. To be specific, anti-reconstruction effect entails that 
co-reference is only possible if the r-expression is in a fronted adjunct, not an 
argument. 
(2) *Hei destroyed those pictures of Johni 
(3) *Hei destroyed those pictures near Johnj. 
(4) ？* Which pictures of Johnj did hcj destroy? 
(5) Which pictures near Johnj did he； destroy? 
(Ono 1992: 199) 
In (2) and (3), neither the r-expression in of John nor that in near John is fronted, 
therefore no co-referential relationship results between John and the pronominal due 
to Binding condition C. What is at issue in the above examples is the contrast between 
(4) and (5). In (4) the r-expression John in of John is a complement of picture while in 
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(5) near John is a pure adjunct. Thus (5) is acceptable since the r-expression is in a 
fronted adjunct. 
Ono (1992) further illustrats that this anti-reconstruction effect can be used to 
prove that instruments are not pure adjuncts. Examples are illustrated as follows: 
(6) *Hei signed the traveler's check with Johni's pen. 
(7) *Hei opened the door with Johiii's pen. 
(8) * With Johiii's pen, hci signed the traveler's check. 
(9) * With Johiii's pen, hei opened the door. 
(Ono 1992: 199) 
If we accept the proposal that anti-reconstruction effect can help to diagnose 
arguments or theta-marked arguments from pure adjuncts, we may expect that (8) and 
(9) should be grammatical, where a co-referential relation should be possible between 
the fronted adjunct with a r-expression John and the pronoun he in the subsequent 
clause. The unacceptability of (8) and (9) indicates that the instrument expressed 
through a prepositional phrase (henceforth PP) should not be considered as a pure 
adjunct, but an argument of the verb. 
The hypothesis that instrument is an argument of the verb has also been 
entertained by researchers of Chinese. Lin (2001) takes a further step in arguing that 
instrumentals in Chinese are not selected by main verbs. He proposes an object 
selecting light verb USE that selects instrumentals in Chinese, as in (10) and (11): 
(10a) yong bi xie xin 
use pen write letter 
‘use a pen to write a letter' or 'write a letter with a pen' 
(10b) xie zhe zhi bi 
write this CL pen 
'use this pen to write' or 'to write with this pen， 
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(11a) yong dao qie rou 
use knife cut meat 
‘use knife to cut meat' or 'cut meat with knife' 
( l ib ) qie zhe ba dao 
cut this CL knife 
‘use this knife to cut’ or ‘cut with this knife' 
(Lin 2001:202-203) 
Lin (2001) argues that in (10a) and (11a), the first verb yong 'use' in the serial 
verb construction introduces an instrument, and the second verb selects a 
theme/patient object. In (10b) and ( l ib) , an instrument remains even if the verb 'yong' 
(use) is absent. Instrumentals in Chinese can occur post-verbally, which is the position 
that should be occupied by the 'logical' object of the transitive verb as in (10b) and 
( l ib) . The post-verbal NP still denotes the thematic role of instrument instead of 
theme or patient. Examples (10b) and ( l ib ) still mean 'to write with a pen' or 'to cut 
with a knife'. It is puzzling why an instrument can occur as an obligatory argument 
post-verbally as though it was the object of the verb. Obviously the instrument is not 
selected by the main verb. When we see the contrast between (10a) and (11a) vs. (10b) 
and ( l ib) , we might conjecture that there is some kind of derivational relationship 
underlyingly between the pairs of examples. 
Also, the instrument in (10a) and ( l ib ) is introduced independently by the verb 
‘yong，USE, hence there is no need for the main verb to select an instrument as its 
internal argument. So instruments in Chinese are selected by some light verbs, for 
example, yong USE as shown in (10a) and (11a). Therefore, according to Lin (2009), 
it makes little sense to say that the instruments in Chinese are ‘optional arguments' 
although they are not selected by the main verb as other internal arguments in the 
same way. He further argues that similar instrument objects are highly productive in 
Mandarin Chinese, and most of the transitive verbs can take an instrument argument 
as surface object given the right context. For instance: 
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(12) qiao zhe gen mubang 
hit this CL wooden stick 
‘use this wooden stick to hit’ or 'to hit with this wooden stick.' 
(13) kai zhe ba yaoshi 
open this CL key 
‘use this key to open' or 'to open with this key' 
(14) ca zhe kuai mabu 
clean this CL cleaning cloth 
'use this cleaning cloth to clean' or 'to clean with this cloth' 
In example (12), (13) and (14), different transitive verbs such as qiao hit, kai 
open and ca clean can take instrument argument obligatorily in the post-verbal 
positions. As a result, if we claim that the instrument NP in (10b) and ( l ib) is an 
optional argument, we have to also claim that all transitive verbs in Mandarin Chinese 
have an optional instrument argument, which, it seems to Lin (2001), is a claim that is 
neither self-evident nor empirically justified. 
Following Lin (2001), Tsai (2007b, 2008) further confirm the existence of the 
light verb yong USE in 'instrumental construal' in Chinese. Tsai proposes that there 
are two classes of light verbs in Chinese, namely inner light verbs and outer light 
verbs. In syntax, the outer light verb heads a functional projection in the CP layer, and 
the inner light verb heads a semi-lexical projection within the vP layer. The 
Topography is illustrated in (15): 
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(15) Topography of Chinese Light verbs 
Topography of Chiiiese light ve加： 
X 
Topic 
Top vPajter ~ causation projection 
Cau^r "V 
outer light v^th - CATJSE^ '^ '^ E^ Left Fenphei^^ 
Subiii r 
^vFivr^r rP Penpheiy 
八 ， 
mnef light vert> — USE ~ process pfojection 
Iiistniment V' 
入 
V-de RP js result projection 
(Tsai 2008: page 7 in his handout) 
The outer vP layer includes eventuality predicates like CAUSE. Specifically, it 
takes a causer and an effect event as its external and internal arguments respectively. 
Tsai (2008) proposes that the light verb USE, which selects an instrument, lies in the 
inner vP layer. For instance: 
(16) wo yong zhe ba dao qie rou 
I USE this CL knife cut meat 
'(I) use this knife to cut meat.' 
In this case, the inner light verb USE, which introduces an instrument argument, 
is phonetically realized as yong in the predicate. As a result, the predicate is in the 
form of a serial verb construction, which involves both a light verb yong and the main 
verb qie. In circumstances where the light verb is phonetically defective as in (17b) 
requires a verb to cling to. The examples Tsai (2008) illustrates are in (17): 
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(17a) ni qie na-ba dao, wo qie zhe-ba dao 
you cut that-CL knife, I cut this-CL knife 
‘You (will) cut with that knife, and I will cut with this knife' 
(17b) ni USE na-ba dao qie, wo USE zhe-ba dao qie [inner light verb] 
you that-CL knife cut, I this-CL knife cut 
(17c) ni qici+USE na-ba dao ti, wo qick+USE zhe-ba dao tk [raising-to-USE] 
you cut that-CL knife, I cut this-CL knife 
(17d) ni yong na-ba dao qie, wo yong zhe-ba dao qie [lexical light 
verb] 
you use that-CL knife cut, I use this-CL knife cut 
'You (will) cut with that knife, and I (will) cut with this knife.' 
Tsai (2008) argues that (17a) is actually derived from (17b) by raising the verb 
qie 'cut' to merge with an implicit light verb USE, as in (17c), which is on a par with 
its overt counterpart少owg 'use' in (17d). 
The above review on instrumentals in spoken languages shows that instrument 
should be distinguished from pure adjuncts, which are always optionally adjoined to 
the predicates. Furthermore, they are different from other internal arguments which 
obligatorily occur as complement of the main verb. Thirdly, they may be selected by 
some functional head, as demonstrated in Chinese. 
1.4 Objectives of the study 
The motivation to research on instrument classifier predicates is twofold: on the 
one hand, the study of how instrument argument behaves in signed languages may 
shed light on the recent debate concerning the syntactic status of instrument argument 
cross-linguistically; on the other hand, the current study of instrument classifier 
predicates in TJSL may contribute to a better understanding of the syntactic status of 
classifiers. Some researchers like Meir (2000) suggest analyzing classifiers from the 
perspective of morphology like noun incorporation, while others propose to analyze 
them as functional heads of syntactic projections (Benedicto and Brentari 2004 on 
ASL, Lau 2001 on Hong Kong Sign Language (henceforth HKSL)). Also, there has 
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been a general consensus that classifier handshapes are closely associated with types 
of arguments and predicates. Handling classifiers are commonly analyzed as being 
associated with both internal and external arguments in transitive predicates whereas 
whole entity classifiers refer to internal arguments and are involved in intransitive 
predicates (Benedicto and Brentari 2004 on in ASL; Lau 2002 on HKSL). To what 
extent these claims are borne out in TJSL is a moot point. As a first attempt to 
investigate this variety of Chinese Sign Language, we would start by examining the 
basic morphosyntactic properties of instrument classifier predicates, verifying 
whether these complex constructions exist in TJSL, just as in other signed languages. 
Secondly, with regard to the current debate on the syntactic status of instrument 
argument in the literature of spoken languages, we also want to contribute to this 
crosslinguistic discussion by examining the syntactic configuration of classifier 
predicates with the instrument argument represented in the structure. 
In the next section, we will briefly summarize the research questions and my 
research findings, which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4 and 5. 
1.5 Research questions 
Concerning the unique syntactic behavior of instrument classifier predicates in 
TJSL, we want to pursue the following issues in the current study: 
(1) What insight can we get from the morphosyntactic analysis of 
instrument arguments in spoken languages? 
(2) Do different types of classifier handshapes in signed languages 
systematically reflect the argument structure and transitivity of the 
predicates? 
(3) How is the instrument argument represented structurally in TJSL? Is 
there a separate projection for the classifier morpheme in TJSL? 
Based on the observations gathered in the current study, we put forward the 
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following claims: 
(1) Cross-linguistically, instrument argument is a non-core argument that is 
not selected by the main verb, but by a separate functional head, which 
lies externally to the main verb. 
(2) The relationship between the type of classifier handshape and the 
argument structure of the predicate is not on a one-to-one basis. The 
classifier handshape in the instrument classifier predicates does not 
trigger transitivity alternation of the predicate. 
(3) The signer's body is identified to be a meaningful component, which 
systematically represents the agent argument in instrument classifier 
predicates in TJSL. 
(4) An instrument argument is introduced into the classifier predicate in 
the same manner as in spoken languages, i.e. through a functional 
projection pertaining to the characterization of eventuality. 
1.6 Organization of the thesis 
This thesis is organized as follows: in Chapter 2，we will give a general overview 
on the classifier systems in signed languages. Then we will focus on the review of 
some formal analyses of classifier predicates in the literature. Chapter 3 describes the 
methodology of the current study, which include the materials adopted for data 
elicitation, the background of the informants, the transcription system as well as the 
procedures for analysis. Chapter 4 mainly focuses on devising the inventory of 
instrument classifier handshapes in TJSL. Descriptions and examples will be given to 
every classifier handshape in the data. In chapter 5, we will offer an overview of 
Distributed Morphology, the theoretical framework within which we couch our 
analysis. We will introduce other proposals, which include the VP-shell analysis put 
forward by Larson (1988) to account for double object constructions in English, as 
well as Pylkannen's proposal of VoiceP and ApplP based on a cross-linguistic survey 
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of applicative constructions inclusive of English and Bantu languages. In Chapter 6, 
we distinguish two types of three-place classifier predicates in TJSL, namely classifier 
of transfer and instrument classifier predicates. We argue that they have different 
underlying structures. We will flesh out in this chapter a detailed analysis of 
instrument classifier predicates within the framework of Distributed Morphology. 
Chapter 7 concludes the current study and points to some future research 
developments. 
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Chapter Two Classifiers in signed languages 
2.1 Introduction 
We have introduced classifier systems in both spoken languages and signed 
languages in Chapter One. It has been assumed in the literature (Aikenvald 2000; 
Meir 2000; Zwitserlood 2003; Benedicto and Brentari 2004) that classifiers in signed 
languages fall into verbal classifier systems, in which classifier functions as an affix 
to refer to a nominal antecedent in the discourse. In this chapter, we will introduce the 
classification of classifier handshapes and movements, which are considered as main 
morphemic components in classifier predicates. Then we will review some of the 
formal analyses concerning the syntactic structure of classifier predicates in signed 
languages in order to pave way for our analysis on instrument classifier predicates in 
TJSL. 
2.2 Classifier predicates in signed languages 
2.2.1 Classification of classifier handshape unit in classifier 
predicates 
Different researchers may suggest different linguistic descriptions of a specific set 
of handshapes which may be realized as 'classifiers' in signed languages, hence there 
is little consensus about the classification of classifiers. McDonald (1982) proposes 
two basic categories, which are called x-type of object and handle x-type object 
classifier forms. Johnson (1991), Shepard-Kegl (1985) and Wallin (1996) also 
propose a two-way distinction between forms that represent objects and those that 
indicate the handling of objects. Wallin (1996) excludes verbs of visual-geometric 
description from his descriptions, but most of other researchers included them. Other 
researchers have a great expansion on the number of subclasses. Schick (1987) 
postulates three main classes {class, handle, and size and shape specifier morphemes); 
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Engberg-Pedersen (1993) suggests four {whole entity, limb, handle, and extent)', 
Supalla (1986) suggested five {size-and-shape-specifier, semantic, body, body part 
and instrument)-, Corazza (1990) also suggests five {grab, surface, quality, descriptive, 
and perimeter); Brennan (1992) lists six {semantic, size-and-shape, tracing, handling, 
instrumental and touch morphemes); Liddell and Johnson (1987) proposes as many as 
seven classes of classifier morpheme {whole entity, surface, instrumental, depth and 
width, extent, perimeter-shape, and on-surface morphemes). Zwisterlood (1996, 2000) 
point out that different terminologies in the field pose a barrier for crosslinguistic 
comparison of these forms, and only recently have researchers realized that more 
consistent descriptions across different signed languages are of great importance. 
Schembri (2000) presents a table (illustrated as Table 2 below) based on the works 
done by Zwitserlood (1996), who attempts to provide a unified account of these 
constructions in various signed languages, grouping the various types into three major 
categories: entity, handle, and size and shape specifier (SASS) handshape units. 
Entity Handshape Handle Handshape SASS handshape 
I'nits Units Units 
State SASSes. Semantic. 
•• ..二义.为 -.暴；眷 
Some instrument c ^ 
Supalla bod\ part. Some ' ” " t - ' , Non-static SASSes 
•….clSsifier广.，.奮:.,「‘， 
instrument classifiers 
Some x-typc of o咏 c t s , 
McDonald Handle x-type of object Some x-type of object 
classifiers ：々” 
% Shepard-Kcol Shape/ob|cct classifiers -^Handling classifiers -
Johnston Substiliitors/proforms '' Some manipulators Some manipulators 
Surfacc, some grab/ ',''''� ‘ Descriptive, some 
Corazza perimeter, some quantity ‘ Some grab classifiers perimeter, some quantity 
classifiers ； classifiers 
Semantic classifiers. Handling, instrumental Tracing classifiers, and 
Brennan 工 I 
Some SASSes and touch classifiers some SASSes 
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Class classifiers, Some 
Schick Handle classifiers Some SASSes 
SASSes 
Engberg- ‘ Whole entity stems and Handle stems 
' ' , / Extension stems 
Pedersen � some limb stems Some limb stems 
‘ ‘ , , 力 
… � “〔。广 " � W h o j e 序 t i t y ， s u r f a c e , , ^ Depth and width 
: , ,, / , � ' - ? ; ' : '々 ” 二 》 ; ' 認 ' • 乂 么 ; 茨 岁 , 
- ； 6n-surface classifiers, Instrumental classifiers y " ' / ? perimeter-shape, 
Johrison ； 广 , ( 力 : i 係 
：：， , " ; ' V , � ； , S o m e xtent cla^fiers “ , 广 “ � 入 夕 � 么 ^ ^ o i ^ e ^ e n f c l ^ s i f i^^；^ 
： " 广 “ V t , / V " ; 存 ， Z � " “ 绍 〜？ “ 欣 々 “ ‘ 
Zwitserlood y Object/entity ' Handle -
\ V,……4 八 
Table 2. Different Taxonomies of Handshapes in Classifier Predicates 
These different taxonomies of classifiers are due to different viewpoints 
regarding the fundamental nature of the handshape unit in the language or probably a 
lack of clear descriptions of the various types in the literature. In the analysis that 
follows, we will adopt the analyses of classifier types used by Benedicto and Brentari 
(2004), who offer a formal correlate to Engberg-Pedersen's classification of classifier 
handshapes into handling, whole entity, extension and limb (extended to include body 
part).4 
A taxnomy of classifiers adopted for the current analysis (ref. Brentari and 
Benedicto (2004) 
• Whole entity (w/e) handshapes are those in which the shape of the hand refers to 
a whole entity. Examples include: 
4 In fact, only whole entity classifiers and handling classifiers are involved in our 
study of instrument classifiers in Tianjin Sign Language. 
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i. Semantic classifiers (SCL), which represent classes of objects, such as square 
‘B: vehicle', which is used for vehicles in TJSL. 
ii. Descriptive instrumentals refer to the whole instrument (dICL), such as ‘1: 
long—narrow—object，(e.g. toothbrush, stick) and 'V: scissors' in TJSL 
iii. Descriptive classifiers (DCL) refers to whole objects defined primarily by 
their shape, such as ‘B:2D—flat—object，(e.g. paper) 
• Handling (hdig) handshapes are those refer to the way that objects or 
instruments are held or manipulated (e.g., 'S: grabbable object'). Such objects can 
be manipulated by a body part other than the hand (tougues, teech, etc). In 
Brentari and Benedicto (2004), they may involve any part of the body that can 
manipulate objects. 
• Extension-and-surface (ext) handshapes are those in which the handshape refers 
to the physical properties of the object, not the whole object. Several subtypes 
have been identified, according to perimeter (e.g. 'L-L+square_2D_object'), width, 
or surface� 
• Limb/Body Part (BPCL) handshapes are those in which the handshapes refer to 
a part of the body, not just the limbs (e.g. 'S:head'). Such classifiers are 
understood to be connected to the body of an animal or human. This is an 
extension of Engberg-Pedersen (1993), since her system includes only limbs in 
this category. 
2.2.2 Classification of movement unit in classifier predicates 
The movement unit of classifier predicates has been investigated in a number of 
studies in ASL as well as in other signed languages such as The Sign Language of the 
Netherlands (hence forth NGT) and Australian Sign Language (AUSLAN). Generally 
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speaking, the basic movement denotes the verb root of the predicate. Later analyses 
show that variation in the shape and frequency of movement leads to additional 
meaning in the predication, in particular, its eventuality and aspectuality. 
A list of movement roots for ASL has been summarized in Engberg-Pedersen 
(1998,p.266): 
1. Supalla(1982) 
Stative roots (to denote existence of an entity, realized by a hold or tracing 
movement) 
Contact roots (to denote location of an entity, realized by a contact, stamping 
movement) 
Active roots (to denote motion of an entity through a path movement) 
+manner affixes 
2. Schick (1990) 
IMIT (prototypical idealization or distillation of real-world activity) 
MOV (to refer to the path than an entity moves through or the extent of the 
entity) 
DOT (to refer to the spatial position of a stationary entity) 
3. Liddell and Johnson (1987) 
Process roots (to refer to the movement of an entity or any changes in the state of 
the entity 
Stative-descriptive roots (to refer to the states or physical attributes of the entity) 
The contact root (similar to Supalla's contact root) 
In sum, three basic types of movement root have been identified in ASL, they are 
namely, active/imitative, contact and stative-descriptive. 
Engberg-Pdersen (1993) postulates the following taxonomy to account for the 
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movement unit in Danish Sign Language, namely, motion (active), manner (imitative), 
position (contact) and extension (stative-descriptive). 
1. Movement morphemes 
The movement of the hand represents the movement of an object towards or from a 
specific point, e.g. MOVE 'to move' and GO 'to go，. 
2. Manner/imitative movements 
a. The movement of the hand describes a (stylized) action (BRUSH TEETH ‘to brush 
one's teeth'). 
b. The movement represents a (stylized) path or manner of a movement (ZIG ZAG 
‘to go zig-zagging way', WAVE 'to go/move in an undulating way’)� 
3. Position/contact movements 
They are short downward movements of the hand. This movement indicates a specific 
location where an object exists, but it neither represents the movement of an object 
nor describes the object, e.g. X-entity BE—LOCATED 'to be in, to exist'. 
4. Extension/stative descriptive movements 
The movement of the hand describes the limits or extension of an object or its 
location in space, but does not describe the movement of the object itself, e.g. 
FLAT—SURFACE ‘a flat surface object exist'. 
In fact, the classifications of movement morphemes are quite similar among 
different signed languages in the literature. In our study, the movement root in 
instrument classifier predicates is proposed to denote the eventuality property of being 
active and dynamic, therefore they belong to the category of process roots. In the 
analysis of the data, we will focus on the basic movement shape and all its variation 
therein, such as modification in the shape and frequency in order to extract the 
aspectual information involved in the process. 
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From the above review of classifiers among different signed languages in the 
world, we may find that most studies in the literature mainly focus on the classifier 
handshapes and the types of movement involved in these predicates. In fact, most of 
the classifications of classifier handshapes are based on their semantic denotation. 
However, subsequent research has managed to associate different types of classifier 
morpheme with different types of arguments that they represent (Meir 2001, 
Zwitserlood 2003), as a first step towards the projecting a syntactic structure of 
classifier predicates in the signed languages. In the following section, we will provide 
a brief review on these analyses. 
2.3 Previous formal analyses on classifier predicates in 
signed languages 
2.3.1 Meir's (2001) noun incorporation analysis in Israel 
Sign Language 
Meir (2001) developed a lexical noun incorporation analysis on verbal classifiers 
in ISL. She distinguishes two types of verbal classifiers in ISL based on the thematic 
roles of arguments realized by the classifiers, namely theme classifiers and 
instrumental classifiers. The formation process of theme classifiers is subject to 
classifier noun incorporation, whereas that of instrumental classifiers involves 
compound noun incorporation. She proposes a different morphological status for each 
of these types: theme classifiers are affixes while instrumental classifiers are noun 
roots. Her supporting evidence is as follows: Since theme classifier is an affix 
attached to the verbal root, theme antecedents can co-occur with theme classifiers in 
the same predicate. For instance: 
(18) BOOK INDEXb HEa aGIVE-CL:flatCi • theme classifier 
book that he wide-flat-obj ect-he-give-me 
'He gave me this book.' 
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(Meir 2001:304) 
In this case, the theme classifier represented by the handshape flatC is the affix 
attached to the verbal root. It can co-occur with the antecedent BOOK which is the 
theme in the predicate. On the other hand, in (19a), the instrument argument, realized 
by a noun root, has already been saturated into the lexicon, hence the verb does not 
introduce an instrument argument into syntax and it would be ungrammatical to find a 
full independent instrument argument in the discourse (19b): 
(19) a. I BABY INDEXa i SPOON-FEEDa 
I baby that I-spoon-feed-him 
'I fed the baby with a spoon.' 
b. *I SPOON BABY INDEXa iSPOON-FEEDa 
I spoon baby that I-spoon-feed-him 
'I fed the baby with a spoon.' (= ‘I spoon-fed the baby with a spoon.') 
(Meir 2001:304) 
2.3.2 Zwitserlood's (2003) analysis of verbs of motion and 
location in NGT 
Zwitserlood (2003) analyzes classifier predicates, especially verbs of motion and 
location in NGT, within the framework of Distributed Morphology (DM). Following 
Aronoff et. al (2003), she distinguishes two types of handshape configurations: entity 
classifiers and handling classifiers. ‘The set of entity classifiers contains the hand 
configurations that refer directly to nouns, in that they represent some of the 
characteristics of the referent (such as animacy, leggedness, or a particular shape). The 
set of handling classifiers contains the hand configuration that refers indirectly to 
nouns, indicating that the referent is held or manipulated.' (Zwitserlood 2003: 328) 
She also provides a whole inventory of classifier handshapes in verbs of motion and 
location (henceforth VELM) predicates. She further argues that the type of classifier 
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handshape is closely related to the type of argument that it represents. 'Entity 
classifiers occur only in intransitive VELMs, marking the theme argument, which in 
grammatical terms is the direct object in these verbs, whereas handling classifiers 
occur only on transitive VELMs.' (Zwitserlood 2003: 328). Referential loci represent 
arguments such as location, source or goal in such predicates. According to 
Zwiserlood (2003), if VELM involves an entity classifier, it will have the following 
syntactic structure based on DM. 
(20) 
nuwe down^ � 
. \ 
Conceptual 
V 卜 Interface ~ 
� p p (l-myciopedia ) 
argmnciU V J^iw v iz 乂 � 
filmne) 
( j Vocabtdarv ] 
(Zwitserlood 2003:207) 
In the above syntactic structure, a VELM predicate consists of a root, selecting 
one external argument and one or two optional internal arguments. The root does not 
have a syntactic category until it merges with little v, creating a vP. While for a VELM 
predicate that involves a handling classifier, VoiceP, which introduces the agent 




voiceP f " 画 
L'Xh'ntai ^ ^ yfL 
argument a \ 
r 如 Z vP \ 
\ voice I I \ 
Z \ j p Conceptual 
� ‘ Interface ^ 
Jlp^L (jlncychpecfia J 
AWmV J MOVE \ 
argmtMif ^ ^^^^�^� \ 
iiheme) 
f j Vocahttlaiy� 
(Zwitserlood 2003:211) 
However, her analysis is only restricted to classifier predicates which express 
motion and location. Instrument classifier predicates are not the focus of her study. 
2.3.3 Benedicto and Brentari�(2004) syntactic analysis of 
classifier predicates in ASL 
Benedicto and Brentari (2004) propose that there is a correlation between the type 
of classifier morpheme (handling, whole entity or body part) and the valency of the 
predicate itself. They argued that there is a correlation between the types of classifier 
and types of predicate in ASL: 
(1) Predicates with a handling classifier are transitive (i.e. one external argument and 
internal argument). 
(2) Predicates with a whole entity classifier are intransitive unaccusative (i.e. one 
internal argument only)� 
(3) Predicates with a body part classifier are intransitive unergative (i.e. one external 
argument only). 
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The corresponding syntactic structures of (a) and (b) are as follows: 
(21) 
a. /,+/j = handling b, f^ - whole entity, extension 
TP TP 
T® f,P (site for External T� z \ 
Argument ；Agent) > 
^ , \ 
f： f^ /.P 
^ y Q C ^ -^—一 (site for Internal y^v 
1 , ^ Argument) , ^ 
I A Z \ 
L ， " A 
V NP V N P 
1 I 
(Benedicto and Brentari 2004: 769) 
In the syntactic structures presented above, Benedicto and Brentari (2004), who 
follow Kegl (1990: 157) in noting that handling classifiers signal the addition of a 
causer argument, argue that handling classifiers constitute a complex morpheme, 
including an instantiation of both an /land为 head (as shown in (22)), as opposed to 
whole entity classifiers, which only project an力 head. It is the presence off \ head that 
makes the handling classifier predicates always transitive and agentive, and its 
absence that makes the whole entity classifier predicates non-agentive. In fact, 
Benedicto and Brentari (2004) also comment that their preliminary analysis may pose 
problems when accounting for instrument classifier predicates in ASL and suggest 
more in-depth research in the future. 
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2.3.4 Some previous attempts to analyze classifier predicates 
in HKSL 
There have been two studies on HKSL that attempt to provide a morphosyntactic 
account for classifier predicates in the language within the Minimalist Program (Lau 
2002, Lam 2009). Building upon the groundwork in Tang (2003), Lau (2002) and 
Lam (2009) offer two analyses of classifier predicates that share some similarities 
within the framework of the Minimalist Program but do differ in some basic 
assumptions. 
Lau (2002) attempts to examine causative alternation in HKSL. It involves a 
handle classifier in a causative predicate which always requires an agentive subject. 
Its alternant, the unaccusative predicate involves a size and shape specifier 
(henceforth SASS) which takes an internal argument as a non-agentive subject. In her 
analysis, classifier predicates are formed by first incorporating an X-element nominal 
in nature into the V root, following Hale and Keyser (1993), In other words, Lau 
assumes that the verb root of classifier predicates involve noun incorporation. This 
constituent then moves through verb movement to a functional projection called 
Verbal Classifier Phrase (VCLP) where checking of an agentivity feature takes place. 
This verb movement is triggered by an agentivity feature at VCL。，which is 
“+agentive] for Handle classifiers and [-agentive] for SASSes�An outcome of such 
feature checking and subsequent Spelt Out is classifier handshape realization. In other 
words, for causative or transitive predicates that involve a handle classifier, the 
subject moves from [Spec, vP] to [Spec VCLP] to 'agree' with the feature of the 
constituent that moves into The checking of the [+agentive] feature results in 
[HANDLE]. As for unaccusative predicates, the vP need not be projected while it is 
the internal argument that moves from [Spec VP] to [Spec VCLP] where checking 
takes place and the [-agentive] feature results in [SASS] realization. Note that in 
Lau's analysis, the difference between a causative and typical transitive predicate 
rests upon the existence of a [cause] feature in the light v® with the former but not the 
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latter. Lau's analysis shares the view of Brentari and Benedicto's that the eventuality 
is mediated through the existence of a vP projection and classifiers may be heads of 
functional projections. What they differ is the mechanism for classifier realization. In 
Lau's case, it is through the checking of a set of uninterpretable features at different 
landing sites. In contrast, Benedicto and Brentari (2004) assert that classifier 
handshapes head their own functional projections. 
(23) 
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(Lau 2002, 154) 
Lam (2009) argues that positing a VCLP as in Lau's analysis is unnecessary since 
the [Spec vP] is adequate enough to account for a volitional agent or any causer for 
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(Lam 2009: 58) 
Lam instead assumes that classifier predicates are formed at Syntax, not a matter 
of syntactic operation at the level of the lexicon. Different from Lau's analysis, she 
assumes that classifiers are verbal affixes realized at v^ rather than VCLP^. Regardless 
of verb types in HKSL, the verb first merges with a nominal to form a V' and further 
merges with a direct object to form a VP. To account for the SOV order in classifier 
predicates in HKSL, Lam assumes that object shift creates an outer vP layer to house 
the indirect object or direct object. Therefore, it differs from Lau's analysis in that a 
vP must be involved in classifier predicates of HKSL. The grammatical subject thus 
constantly remains at the inner [Spec vP] and moves to [Spec TP] for EPP feature. 
The verb root moves from V to where different classifier affixes are located. 
Selection of the verbal affixes according to Lam is a matter of sub-categorization 
between the verb and the arguments. 
Lam's (2009) analysis does not focus on handling or instrumental classifier per se 
but hers does touch upon transitive and intransitive predicates. Both Lau's (2002) and 
Lam's (2009) analyses offer the insight that verb movement is necessary in 
accounting for the movement unit of classifier predicates, which echoes the analysis 
of Benedicto and Brentari (2004), This insight will be adopted in the analysis of 
instrumental classifiers of TJSL. 
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2.4 Interim discussion and conclusion 
In this chapter, we have provided an overview on the analysis of the linguistic 
properties of classifier predicates in signed languages. Most researches focus on the 
classification of classifier handshapes and their possible grammatical functions. Some 
researchers like Benedicto and Brentari (2004) also offer a systematic correlation 
between the classifier types and the valency of the predicate. Some others attempt to 
provide a morphosyntactic account of this construction based on the Minimalist 
Program, vis-a-vis verb movement as a central mechanism to account for the 
traditional analysis of handshape + movement combination (Lau 2002, Lam 2009). 
In the next chapter, we will describe the research project, the sociolinguistic 
background of the language and the method of data collection. 
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Chapter Three Research Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
To recap, we aim to investigate the occurrence of instrumental classifiers in TJSL 
and to put forward an analysis of their linguistic behaviors. Since there has been no 
research on TJSL classifier predicates previously, data have to be collected in order to 
obtain a general distribution of the classifier types in TJSL. Establishing an inventory 
of classifiers in TJSL is the goal of the current as well as future investigation with a 
view to achieving an in-depth understanding of the classifier system in TJSL, and to 
pave the way for some cross-linguistic analyses with other sign languages that 
demonstrate a similar structure. 
In this chapter, we will first introduce the background of TJSL, then describe 
how data of classifier predicates were collected The background of the signers will 
be given against the context of the sociolinguistic situation of the TJSL and CSL. 
There will be a description about how the data were processed and transcribed. 
3.2 Background of Tianjin Sign Language 
TJSL is a natural sign language used in the Tianjin Deaf Community. Tianjin is 
one of the 4 municipality cities in China, as well as the third biggest city, which has a 
population of 12,000,000, including 140,000 Deaf people. TJSL can be dated back 
almost one and a half hundred years ago. However, TJSL has not been previously 
considered as a natural language, which enjoyed a status similar to spoken language 
because no linguistic research has been done on TJSL before. As a first attempt to 
investigate this variety of Chinese Sign Language, we would start by addressing the 
basic morphosyntactic properties of instrument classifier predicates, to verify whether 
this complex construction exists in TJSL just as in other signed language, to address a 
typological distribution issue. 
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3.3 Data collection 
The data were collected in two ways: (a) eliciting TJSL from three native deaf 
signers based on a selected set of stimuli, and (b) discussing the data and conducting 
grammaticality judgments with a native deaf signer who had been involved in 
collecting and transcribing the data with the researchers. In this section, we will offer 
some background information of the native deaf signers who participated in this 
research. Secondly, we will describe the elicitation materials adopted. Lastly, the 
elicitation and transcription procedures will be described. 
3.3.1 Consultants 
Three native TJSL signers were the main consultants in this investigation. Two of 
them are male signers, and one female. Their ages range from 15 to 28. The Deaf boys 
both have Deaf parents and were studying in a School for the Deaf in Tianjin. The 
Deaf girl's mother and brother are Deaf, while her father is hearing，. Brought up in a 
local Deaf school that provides residential facilities, these Deaf signers were 
interacting with other Deaf students in informal context. However, in the classroom, 
there were exposed to Signed Chinese, which was quite prominent in deaf education 
in the Mainland. However, since they were bom to Deaf parents and had been 
exposed to natural TJSL, they were able to make a distinction between the two 
varieties of signing^. 
5 Data were also elicited from 5 Deaf signers in the local Deaf school. However, some of them were not so used to 
the presence of a video camera and failed to sign naturally; some signed with poor narrative skills or even in 
Signed Chinese as they mistakenly assumed that we were researching on Signed Chinese, a "better" version of 
signing than CSL. As a result, the data from these Deaf signers were discarded. 
6 In fact, as in other countries or regions, the number of people who acquire signed language as first language is 
extremely small due to the small number of prelinguistically Deaf children bom to Deaf parents. Furthermore, 
even if some of them were bom to Deaf parents, many of the parents encouraged their Deaf children to focus on 
acquiring spoken Chinese at the expense of natural sign language. As a result, the misconception that signed 
languages are inferior to spoken language has been preventing Deaf people from leading a normal life for many 
years. 
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3.3.2 Elicitation materials 
There are two sources of elicitation materials: some come from materials used in 
other signed languages research projects. The use of the same elicitation materials 
will facilitate cross-linguistic comparison of signed language data in future, while 
other materials involve pictures specially drawn up to elicit data from the Deaf signers, 
since the current study represents the first attempt to elicit morphosyntactic properties 
of instrumental classifiers in TJSL. In contrast to other classifier types in the literature, 
specific elicitation materials were necessary to verify some puzzles reported in 
previous analyses. 
Data from two types of signing discourse were collected: (a) extended narratives 
based on movie or cartoon clips, and storybooks, and (b) simple pictures that aim at 
eliciting classifier types or shorter productions, one or two utterances. As for (a), it 
has been observed in other signed languages, for instance NGT (Zwitserlood, 2003), 
that the use of classifiers will be limited if participants are engaged in brief 
interactions with other participants. Therefore, in the current project, in order to 
obtain a fair distribution of the occurrence of classifier predicates in different 
situations, researchers made a point to adopt materials that encourage the production 
of longer stretches of signing discourse. 
3.3.2.1 Movies: "Tweety and Sylvester" 
To collect extended narrative data, we adopted a series of movie clips called 
'Tweety Bird and Sylvester'. The movies are divided up into seven episodes. These 
movie clips have been used in other sign language classifier projects worldwide. The 
whole cartoon lasts for 6.5 minutes and the duration of each is about 50 seconds. The 
whole story is about a cat trying to catch a bird in every possible way. It involves a 
variety of entities that are manipulated in different ways by the characters in the 
cartoon. These entities include telescope, umbrella, bowling ball, banana, jar, 
telephone, windows, suitcase etc. We managed to elicit some prototypical handling 
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classifiers using these clips. Furthermore, the animals in the clips are all personified 
as sentient beings. This also enables us to collect data on the choice of classifiers to 
refer to the personified animals. 
3.3.2.2 Picture stories 
We adopted 5 sets of picture stories in our data elicitation. Some have a heavy 
story content but some involve descriptions of some very simple events. The first 
picture storybook that we adopted, which has been used internationally in sign 
linguistics research, was "Frog, Where are you?" (Meyer, 1994). The story is about a 
little boy and a dog looking for a frog escaping from a glass jar. The story involves a 
number of episodes. Since it is quite a long story, researchers in Hong Kong have 
divided it into five sub-parts according to the content, so that it will not pose too 
heavy processing or memory loads to the Deaf signers. 
The second set was taken from Zwitserlood's (2003) materials for eliciting NGT. 
Most of the comics are adapted from existing comics in Walt Disney magazines, 
which are also well known in China. In that set, the movements of the characters were 
also adapted to suit the elicitation purpose. For instance, the comics involve two 
stories about a Greedy Wolf chasing after three piglets and trying to catch them with a 
modem machine and a crane. 
The third set of picture stories was taken from an English picture composition 
exercise book (see Appendix I for a sample). Most of the stories are quite short, in the 
form of 3 or 4 pictures. The native signers are asked to construct a story based on the 
pictures. 
The fourth set of pictures stories were extremely short ones. Usually one or two 
signed utterances will be enough to give a general description of the pictures. For 
instance, one of the pictures involves a man riding a bicycle with a lost front tire, (see 
Appendix I for a sample). 
The fifth set of picture stories came from the comic books called 'Bunny Suicide' 
(Riley, 2003, 2005). It contains a lot of events of Bunny trying to kill himself using 
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non-canonical instruments. Both short and long texts were adopted to elicit data in 
TJSL. Some stories may be presented in 3-4 pictures while some in just one picture. 
In this case, the signers describe the picture as briefly as possible, preferably in one or 
two signing utterances and no memory load issue was observed. 
For all these story telling tasks, the signers were asked to describe the pictures 
one by one first in order to make sure that they understood the content of the pictures 
clearly. Then, they were asked to sign the whole story again without looking at the 
picture stories. This procedure is important when the stories are particularly long. 
Finally, we compared the elicited data produced by the signers to see whether there is 
any inter-signer variability in the use of classifiers� 
3.3.2.3 Simple picture descriptions 
Eliciting classifier predicates in simple picture description tasks allowed us to 
avoid potential problems that extended discourse might bring, so that we could focus 
on identifying the morpho-syntactic properties of the construction. For instance, sign 
languages allow extensive pro-drop, especially in extended narratives. Therefore, it is 
very likely to leave arguments unexpressed after references are established in the 
spatial discourse. This will cause difficulty in investigating the relation between the 
classifier and the related argument in the predicate. Second, since we know little 
about the clause structure in TJSL, it is difficult for us to chunk clauses, like in spoken 
languages, in a long stretch of fluent signing. For these reasons, short signed 
descriptions were also elicited. 
Two sets of pictures were used. First, we adopted the picture set designed by 
Zwitserlood (2003) on her NGT project (referred to as Zwitserwood's Set). The 
design of the pictures intends to cater for the study of classifiers in both spoken and 
signed languages. The picture set includes a large array of entities belonging to both 
prototypical classes we find in classificatory systems in spoken languages and classes 
that are reported to exist in signed languages. 
The reasons for adopting the Zwisterlood's Picture Set are as follows: 
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(a) There are subclassifications for persons in many noun classification 
systems, Zwisterlood's pictures contain both females and males as well as 
persons of different ages. 
(b) There are entities that have abstract shapes or unconventional 
characteristics, e.g. three-legged persons, one-eyed aliens, elephants and 
dogs with wings, etc. These pictures may help us find out more on the 
choice of classifiers among native Deaf signers. We intended to find out 
whether the signers will freely change classifier handshapes, when 
encountering unconventional entities. If they behave otherwise, we would 
want to find out what determines the choice of classifiers. The following 
examples are picked out from the picture set, which contains many 
unconventional entities. 
/ (0 
Note that it is important to know how signers reacted to entities that are new to 
them. Will they come up with a new type of classifiers, or they just resort to the 
conventional handshapes? The answers to these questions will also shed some light on 
Supalla's claim that classifiers are morphologically complex and that signers just 
create new classifiers from an inventory of morphemes. The entities included in 
Zwitserlood's Picture Set are listed in the following table: 
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Types of entities Examples 
People Male, female 
Senior, adult, child 
Flying person 
Legged entities Persons with 1,2 or 3 legs 
Animals with 2 or 4 legs 
Aliens with 3 or many legs 
Animals Small animals (cat, dog, rabbit, frog, snake) 
Tiny animals (ant, bee, bug, butterfly) 
Vehicles 厂 Flying (airplane, helicopter, rocket) 
Floating (ship) 
/ : ; 二 < z Wheeled (car, bicycles, motorcycle, train) 
'^ ‘ ‘ ' “ “ 
Other (sled, skis, horse) 
^Tools ？ L a r g e ' t c r a n e ^ grabbing machine) ^ 
Small (hammer, saw, screwdriver) 
^ Long & thiji entities ：‘ Large (missile, lamp post, | ^ rson) j 
Small (pencil, knife, cigarette) 
Tiny (needle/match, nail) 
Long & narrow entities Plank, bar of chocolate 
；Wide entities � ： L a r g e (table top, wall, bed) “ . “ . , , ' � " 
Small (book, bank note, pancake) 
.Flat round entities „ ； Large (hoop, flying saucer) 
Medium-sized (plate, CD-ROM) 
y , … z � ‘ ) 人 ' / , , � z , z ; , / ' / 、 , ' ' ' / / • : , , " , ' ' 
� ， ， ' ' ' S m a l l ( c o i n , spectacle glass) » 
Cylindrical entities Large (huge pencil, chimney, roll of tapestry) 
Middle (cucumber, bottle, vase) 
Small (pen, chicken leg, flower) 
；Round entities Large (large ball, balloon) 
Small (onion, tomato, apple) 
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Solid entities Large (large boulder, large box, loaf of bread) 
Small (stone, sponge, egg) 
Large entities House, village, worker's cabin 
Tiny entities Drop of water, contact lens, marble 
Geometric entities Triangle, circle, cube, bar, square, rectangle, box 
Non-existing entities Multi-legged alien, three-legged boy 
•釣. 
• • • 
Entities in funny Animate (rooster riding a bike, dancing elephant) > / 
actions , 
Inanimate (walking hammer) 
Table 3.1. Types of entities that occur in the elicitation materials 
(Zwitserlood 2003: 70) 
In order to check whether the choice of a classifier for a particular entity will be 
influenced by other factors, the same entity may get involved in different settings. 
Entities in the materials may move as they typically do, but also in unexpected ways. 
For instance, an elephant is portrayed to fall off the trees or it may perform some 
dancing steps. 
It must be emphasized that the choices adopted here for particular types of 
entities in spoken languages and in other signed languages is not exhaustive, yet they 
provide a point of departure enabling us to conduct some preliminary examination on 
the classifier system of the language. 
The second set of pictures was designed by the researchers at the Centre for Sign 
Linguistics and Deaf Studies (henceforth CSLDS) of the Chinese University of Hong 
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Kong (i.e. Instrument Classifiers Picture Set). It aims to investigate some distinctive 
properties that may surface in instrumental classifiers. There are two sub-sets in the 
package: (a) Pictures in Set A involves a set of instruments that assume different 
thematic roles in the argument structure. Different groups of picture sets were 
designed in which the same instrument assumes different argument types in different 
predicates, theme or instrument, etc. (see Appendix I for a sample). For instance, we 
presented the Deaf signers with pictures depicting the different contexts that involve 
the use of the entity SPOON. One context was for the SPOON to be used as an 
instrument; the other context for the SPOON to be used as a theme in the predicate, 
say "the spoon falls down from the table". We then checked the classifier handshapes 
the Deaf signers choose in the contexts and compared them with other data to see 
whether there is a systematic relationship between the classifier handshape and the 
particular argument in the predicate that it represented. 
In Set B, pictures were drawn to elicit data that enable us to understand which 
entities have the potential to be adopted by Deaf signers as instrument arguments. In 
this set, we presented to the Deaf signers pictures of entities of different shapes. These 
entities are normally used as instruments and we invited the Deaf signers to sign a 
related context that involved the entity in question. This gave the signers more 
freedom in signing so that more classifier handshapes can be elicited. The data 
elicited from both sets of pictures would enable us to examine if the choice of 
classifier handshape is closely related to the argument structure of the predicate. Our 
predication is that no such relationship could be established, i.e. the classifier 
handshape does not have a systematic correlation with the argument that it represents 
in the predicates. For the same entity, signers may or may not use different 
handshapes in different predicates. The entities in the picture sets are listed in 
Appendix I. Below is a small set: 
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/ I a ^ V I 
3.3.3 Elicitation tasks and procedures 
In all of the elicitation tasks, the Deaf signers were given ample time to study the 
materials described above before they were invited to sign the content in front of a 
video camera. In each case, they were asked to describe what is happening in the 
movies or the pictures. All of the data were recorded in a high definition video camera. 
Some recording sessions took place in a classroom in the School for the Deaf in 
Tianjin, or in an activity room in the students' dormitory due to the unavailability of 
the classroom in the evening, while other sessions were video-taped in the 
researcher's home. The sessions in the School for the Deaf took more than two weeks 
to complete. During the sessions at the Deaf school, a Deaf teacher familiar with the 
students was present. He explained the tasks to the students, provided the elicitation 
materials and communicated between the informants and the researcher whenever 
necessary. The sessions involving the female informant were conducted at the 
researcher's home. As rapport has been established, we observed that she was at ease 
when signing in front of the video camera. 
As for the picture description task based on Zwitserlood's Picture Set, the 
Deaf signers were given a folder containing 75 pages of pictures and they were asked 
to describe the pictures carefully one by one. 
Since "Tweety Bird and Sylveser" and "Frog, where are you?" are quite long, 
the Deaf signers were invited to go through the entire series to get a general 
impression of the story as a whole. As said, both stimuli have been divided into 
several parts by the researchers. The signers were asked to describe the episodes in 
detail from part to part. In the Instrument Classifier Picture Set, there are totally 40 
pictures, the Deaf signers were asked to describe the content of each of the pictures 
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preferably in one sentence. Lastly, the Deaf signers were provided with designed 
picture sets of a variety of tools used in people's daily lives. Signers were asked to 
sign a sentence by making use of such tools in the picture. 
3.3.4 Transcription method 
One of the native Deaf signers was recruited to assist the researchers in 
transcribing the data and to serve as consultant on data clarification. The video 
recordings were processed to be imported into ELAN for transcription purpose. Two 
screens were reserved, one for each piece of data. One screen gave a full view of the 
signer up to the torso area and the other screen gave a close up for the signer's face. 
The software for data transcription is ELAN. The notation conventions of the 
transcriptions followed those adopted by the team at CSLDS. In addition to glosses 
for the manual signs, non-manuals were transcribed. The data were first transcribed 
by the female informant in Chinese to ensure that she could accurately decode the 
content of the signing in TJSL. This was done in the first tier of ELAN. Different 
types of classifiers in both the dominant and non-dominant hand were also marked on 
different tiers in ELAN. There was a tier where the different thematic roles assumed 
by the classifier in the predicates are noted, to address the research question whether 
different types of classifier handshape have a close relationship with the argument 
structure of the predicates. 
3.4 Interim discussion and conclusion 
In this chapter, we described the elicitation materials and methods adopted in 
the current project for the elicitation of different types of classifier predicates in TJSL. 
We also described how the data were transcribed and analyzed. In the next chapter, we 
will offer a summary of the classifier handshape types observed in TJSL where 
instruments are involved in the predicates. 
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Chapter Four Results and Data Description 
4.1 Introduction 
The last chapter outlines the background of the Deaf informants involved in the 
current study and the research methodology. This chapter reports on the distribution of 
classifier predicates involving an instrument in the data. We aim to initially set up an 
inventory of handshapes that refer to instrument classifiers, spell out the noun classes 
they refer to and identify the possible variations in terms of choice of classifiers for a 
particular referent in different contexts. We must emphasize that this inventory is not 
intended to be exhaustive, since it is not possible to elicit all possible objects in the 
real world that may function as instruments in events. However, we hope to obtain 
sufficient data to allow us to identify regularities in terms of hand configurations for 
instrument classifiers predicates. 
4.2 Inventory of handshapes for instrument classifier 
predicates 
Previous researches on classifier predicates in signed languages classify at 
least two types of classifier handshapes, in terms of whether the classifier directly 
represents the noun referent, or whether the noun referent is indirectly represented by 
the classifier (McDonald 1982; Shepard-Kegl 1985; Wallin 1996; Aronoff et al 2003; 
Inge 2003). Zwitserlood (2003) adopts the terms entity classifier ("CLENTITY) for the 
type of classifiers that directly represents the noun referent. In other words, the whole 
classifier handshape stands for that referent. Handling classifiers (CLhandleA on the 
other hand, represent the noun referent through the way an object is being 
manipulated or how it is held in the process of manipulation. 
However, from the data in TJSL, we find that there exists another type of 
classifier handshape in instrument classifier predicates in which the configuration of 
classifier handshapes is so complex that it can represent both the shape of the noun 
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referent and the manner of manipulation of the instrument simultaneously 
(CLENT+HAND)- Examples will be given in the following section to show the 
complexity of such type of classifier handshapes. The handshape variation observed 
in the data will be discussed in detail. We will argue that such variation is not 
syntactically motivated, but semantically or pragmatically motivated. 
Table 4.1. below offers an inventory of instrument classifier handshapes 
generated from the data of TJSL and their corresponding denotations. Some of the 
referents are classified according to their shape, some are classified according to the 
manner of manipulation and some are classified according to both. Despite the 
differences in linguistic contexts, in which the classifier handshapes may occur, most 
of them can be grouped into two types according to the classificatory convention 
adopted in the literature. 
Classifier Classifier Instrument Classes 
Handshapes Types 
CLENTITY Only 
1 N ~ C L E N T I T Y entities that are long and thin: muddler, 
) / toothbrush, screwdriver, ground auger, nail file 
and pocketknife, wine drill, 
C L H A N D L E " “ 
C L E N T + H A N D __ 
2 幽 C L E N T I T Y entities with three long and thin end: fork, 
/ bean-sprout- shovel 
C L H A N D L E " “ 
C L E N T + H A N D — 
3 ^ ~ CLENTITY entities with a curved surface: razor 
— T \ a 
/ LLhanDLE "“ 
C L E N T + H A N D • “ 
7 Shade (--) here shows no data. 
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4 C L E N T I T Y entities with two thin ends directly 
• - 一 
manipulated by hand: chopsticks, scissors, 
bottle opener, sword, tire file, wrench, plug 
C L H A N D L E - -
C L E N T + H A N D - -
C L H A N D L I N G Only 
5 C L E N T I T Y • “ 
— 
, C L H A N D L E entities directly manipulated by hand: 
hammer, spoon, can-opener, sickle, key, 
muddler 
C L E N T + H A N D " “ 
6 C L E N T I T Y 
厂 C L H A N D L E entities directly held by hand: electric shaver, 
axe, hand-held saw, sword, newspaper roll, 
stick 
C L E N T + H A N D __ 
C L E N T _ H A N D only 
7 R ^ ^ J S , C L E N T I T Y — 
——\ k 
C L H A N D L E __ 
C L E N T + H A N D entities with a long and thin end manipulated 
by hand: ground auger, furniture plane 
8 力 C L E N T I T Y __ 
乂 ^ ^ 
R C L H A N D L E __ 
C L E N T + H A N D entities with ‘gun-like，shape: electric hair 
drier, auto-mobile painting machine 
9 C L E N T I T Y — 
—— J 窗 
C L H A N D L E " “ 
C L E N T + H A N D entities with a ‘gun-like，shape that is directly 
manipulated by hand: gun, wall drill, ear stud 
5 0 
stabber 
C L E N T I T Y -一 
— ， a 
C L E N T + H A N D entities with an end having an unconventional 
shape and which is directly manipulated by 
the hand: electric hair cutter 
C L E N T I T Y a n d CLHANDLING 
11 赢 CLENTITY entities with flat and wide surfaces: book, 
) / wall-brush, knife, broom, saw and fly-swatter 
C L H A N D L E entities manipulated by a flat hand: 
bath-cleanser, towel 
C L E N T + H A N D __ 
1 2 ~ C L E N T I T Y entities with an approximate shape of a cube'. 
1 
book clipper 
CLHANDLE entities that are held directly by hand: clean 
clothes 
C L E N T + H A N D __ 
13 ^ ^ C L E N T I T Y entities with two short ends: clothes pegs 
• " " ^ ： ^ 
C L H A N D L E entities that can be held by two fingers : clothes 
pegs 
C L E N T + H A N D 
14 CLENTITY entities that are cylindrical: telescope 
/ / C L H A N D L E entities that can be held by hand: telescope 
C L E N T + H A N D __ 
C L E N T I T Y a n d CLENT_HAND 
1 5 C L E N T I T Y entities with a bent and thin 
‘moon4ike，shape: 'moon-shape' shaver 
C L H A N D L E __ 
C L E N T + H A N D entities with two thin ends that are directly 
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manipulated by hand: iron 
C L H A N D L E a n d CLENT_HAND 
1 6 九 C L E N T I T Y - -
I 产 C L H A N D L E entities with a small surface that are 
manipulated by hand in the manner of 
pressing: button 
CLENT+HAND entities with a round and thin end 
manipulated by hand: electric toothbrush 
CLENTITY? C L H A N D L E a n d CLENT+HAND 
Table 4.1. Inventory of instrument classifier handshapes 
1 . C L F N T T T V Only 
There are three classifier handshapes in this group that can only be represented 
according to the size and shape property of the entity. They are fi " ^ a n d f . 
a. The handshape 
The classifier has a couple of denotations listed in the above table. Generally 
speaking, it refers to entities that have a long, thin shape�The ntities that it denotes in 
the data involve: muddler, toothbrush, screwdriver, ground auger, nail file， 
pocketknife and wine drill. Examples are shown in (25) and (26). 
(25) M I L K , CLENTITY： milkrlocateda S U G A R P U T M U D D L E R � C L E N T I T Y ： stir-milk,+J/A ( V I D E O 1 9 ) 
milk m i l k j o c a t e d sugar put muddler CLENriTY-pred 
'(I) use the muddler to stir milk. ' 
8 It indicates that no classifier handshape in the data can be classified into all of the three types. 
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(26) WOMAN NAIL,/a ROUGH NAIL-FILE�CLENTiTY:file-nail,+j/a (VIDEO 20) 
woman nail rough nail-file CLENTiTv-pred 
'The woman's nail is rough. She uses the nail-file to file nail.' 
b. The ^ handshape 
The handshape is reported to represent human beings or body parts in many 
signed languages in the literature. However, this particular handshape seldom 
represents human beings in Tianjin Sign Language. It has other denotations such as 
chopsticks, scissors, bottle opener, sword, tire file, wrench, plug in the data. Examples 
are illustrated as follows: 
( 2 7 ) B E E R , D R I N K CLHANDLE:beeri—locateda B O T T L E - O P E N E R J CLENTITY： open-beer,+J/A ( V I D E O 
2 3 ) 
beer drink beerjocated bottle-opener CLENrixY-pred 
‘(I) use the bottle-opener to open beer.' 
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( 2 8 ) B I C Y C L E T I R E , F L A T T E N E D T I R E - F I L E J CLENTITY： file-tire,+J/A ( V I D E O 2 4 ) 
bicycle tire-flattened tire-file CLENTiTY-pred 
'(I) use the tire-file to file tire. ’ 
ipl识：？ 糊,-r;:::: ‘ "'•WrngSWi • 
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c. The f | handshape 
This particular handshape exists in many other sign languages in the literature, in 
which the three extended fingers -- index, middle and ring -- represent entities with 
three long thin prongs. In the data of instrument classifiers, it can represent the 
following entities: fork, bean-sprout-shovel. An example is illustrated as follows: 
(29) BEAN-SPROUTi CLENTITY:bean-sprout._locateda SHOVEL�CLENTITY： 
shovel-the-bean-sproutsi+j/a (VIDEO 22) 
bean-sprout bean-sprout—located shovel CLemTY-pred 
'(I) use the shovel to shovel the bean-sprouts.' 
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d. The handshape 
This handshape in the data represents an entity, namely a razor. The bent index 
finger represents the blade which is bent in shape. As far as we know, this particular 
handshape is not reported to represent an instrument in the literature of sign languages. 
Below is an example: 
( 3 0 ) F A T H E R B E A R D , R A Z O R � C L E N T I T Y ： shave-beard,+J/A ( V I D E O 3 5 ) 
Father beard razor CLENTixY-pred 
'Father use razor to shave beard' 
I息 
2 . C L H A N D L F O N L Y 
There are two classifier handshapes in this group, which can only be classified 
according to their manner of manipulation. They are namely: ^ and^. 
a. the f^ handshape 
This particular handshape is reported in the literature as a representation of solid 
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entities such as stones or heads (Supalla 1982, 1986). Yet, in ICL predicates in the 
data, this handshape represents a manipulated entity whose shape is mostly cylindrical 
or long and thin or entities with a bar-like extension that can be handled. Among these 
entities are electric shaver, axe, hand-held saw, iron, sword, newspaper roll and stick 
in the data. Examples are illustrated as follows: 
( 3 1 ) F A T H E R B E A R D , S H A V E R � E L E C T R I C CLHANDLE： shaven-beard, ( V I D E O 2 9 ) 
father beard electric-shaver CLnANDLE-pred 
'Father uses the electronic-shaver to shave beard.' 
Im 
————^iim 
(32) FLYi CLENTITY：FLYIJOCATEDA NEWSPAPER�CLHANDLE:roll-the-newspaperj CLHANDLE： SWAT-FLYJ+J/A 
( V I D E O 3 0 ) 
fly fly—located newspaper CLnANDLE-pred CLHANDLE-pred 
'(I) use the newspaper to swat fly.' 
'nHf 
b. the ^ handshape 
The manipulation of entities can generally be represented by the ^ handshape. 
Zwitserlood (2003) distinguishes the two handshaps that represent manipulation of 
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entities by properties of the force of manipulation and the carefulness of manipulation. 
We consulted our informant on such issue and it seems that Zwitserlood (2003)'s 
argument can be applied to TJSL. But we also found that sometimes the 
representation of the manipulated entities may also overlap between the two 
handshapes. Moreover, when it comes to ICL predicates, ^ is mostly adopted, if one 
does not emphasize the shape of the instrument. Examples are illustrated as follows: 
(33) FISH CAN, IRON CAN-OPENER�CLHANDLE:open-the-can,+j/a (VIDEO 27) 
fish can iron can-opener CLHANDLE-pred 
‘(I) use the can-opener to open the can.' 
糖 
3. ^ENT+HANDOnly 
There are altogether 5 classifier handshapes in this group, which can denote not 
only the manipulation of the entity, but also the information about the size and shape 
of the entity in question�They are 合-single handed, fr,合-double handed, I v and 义. 
a. The 合-double handed handshape 
There are totally two instances in the data where the two hands are involved to 
represent the entity. For both hands, the extended thumb and index finger represent 
the shape of the entity, and the other three closed finger represent the manipulation of 
the entity. The manipulated entities that can enter into such kind of classifier predicate 
are ground-auger and fumiture-plane. As far as we know, this particular handshape 
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has not been reported to be belonging to C L E N T + H A N D L E type in other sign languages in 
the literature. One of the examples is illustrated as follows: 
( 3 4 ) W O O D , CLENTITY:WOOD,_LOCATEDA F U R N I T U R E - P L A N E J CLENT+HAND： plane-the-wood,+J/a 
( V I D E O 3 1 ) 
wood wood-located fumiture-plane CLENr+HANo-pred 
'(I) use the fumiture-plane to plane the wood.' 
M B ‘ 
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b. The 合-single handed handshape 
This particular handshape is also reported in other sign languages, such as NGT 
(Zwitserlood 2008) to represent both the shape of the entity and the manipulation of it. 
The single-handed handshape most often represents a gun-like entity with the 
extended thumb and index finger representing the shape and the other three closed 
fingers representing the manipulation of it. In both cases, evidence for manipulation 
can be found with the hand-internal movement of the index finger. The examples are 
as follows: 
( 3 5 ) E A R - R I N G G U N , CLENT+HAND： use-the-stabber,-t0-get-earsa-pierced 
ear-stud-stabber CLENT+HAND-pred 
'(I) use the ear-stud-stabber to get the ears pierced.' 
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( 3 6 ) M A N , / A G U N J CLENT+HAND： shoo t -h imse l f ,+J / a 
man gun CLENT+HANo-pred 
'The man uses the gun to commit suicide.' 
c. The fr handshape 
This particular handshape is seldom reported in the literature. It represents an 
entity in other sign languages. The extended thumb, index finger and middle finger 
represent the thick end of the entity, while the other two closed fingers represent the 
manipulation of i t�There are quite a few entities that can be represented by this 
handshape in ICL prediates in TJSL, they are electric-air drier, auto-mobile washing 
machine. An example is illustrated as follows: 
(37) CAR, CLENTiTY:car,_locateda WASHING-MACHINEj CLENT+HAND:wash-the-car丨+�/& (VIDEO 32) 
car car—located washing-machine CLENT+HAND-pred 
‘(I) use the washing-machine to wash car' 
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(38) HAIR,/a WET ELECTRIC HAIR-DRIERj CLENT+HAND:blow-hair,+j/a (VIDEO 33) 
hair wet electric hair-drier CLENr+HANo-pred 
'(I) use the electric hair-driver to blow hair.' 
進 
/ 兔 
d. The Iv handshape 
This particular handshape is rarely reported in other sign languages in the 
literature to represent an instrument. It exists in ICL predicates in TJSL to represent 
both the unconventional shape and manipulation of the entity an electric hair cutter. 
The example is illustrated as follows: 
(39) MAN HAIR,-LONG HAIR-CUTTERj CLENT+HAND:cut-hair.+j/a (VIDEO 34) 
man long-hair hair-cutter CLnNT+HAND-pred 
'The man uses the hair-cutter to cut hair.' 
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4 . C L F N T I T Y a n d C L H A N D L E 
The handshapes that belong to this group are not restricted to just one type of 
classifier. They can both be used to represent an entity in one predicate, or the 
manipulation of an entity in another predicate. Details are shown as follows: 
a. the ^ handshape 
The classifier handshape represents instruments that have a wide or flat 
surface such as knife, wall-brush, book, fly-swatter, broom. This particular handshape 
can also represent the manipulation of objects. One such example is shown in (42). 
a s C L F N T T T Y 
(40) WALL, CLENTiTY:wall,-locateda DIRTY WALL-BRUSH� CLENTiTY:bmsh-wall,+j/a 
(VIDEO 00036) 
wall CLENTiTY^walli-locateda dirty wall-brush CLENTixY-pred 
'(I) use the wall-brush to brush the wall.' 
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(41) TREE, CLENTITY:tree,_locateda SAWj CLENTiTY:cut-tree丨+j/a (VIDEO 00037) 
tree tree_located saw CLENTiTvpred 
'(I) use the saw to cut tree.' 
y 广 
fa2) The ^ 
a s C L H A N D T . F . 
(42) WASH-RUB, CLHANDLE:put-on-wash-linen, CLHANDLE:rub-the-bodyi/a (VIDEO 00038) 
wash-linen C L H A N D L E :put-on-wash-linen CLnANDLE-PRED 
'(I) put on the wash-linen, and rub the body.' 
b. The 公 handshape 
This 公 handshape is ambiguous in its semantic denotation when adopted in ICLs 
in TJSL. The shape of the thumb and the other four extended fingers either represent 
the shape of the entity such as a book clip in the data or manipulation of the book clip 
by holding it. The example is illustrated as follows: 
(43) BOOK. CLENTiTYiflip-pages BOOK-CLIP�CLENTiTY/HANDLE:clip-the-book-page,+j/a (VIDEO 40) 
book CLENTiTY-pred book-clip CLENTiTv/HANDLE-pred 
'(I) use the book-clip to clip the book page.' 
6 2 
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c. The ^ handshape 
This ^ handshape appears to have the same phenomenon as the last handshape 
公. I t is also ambiguous in its semantic denotation in the data. The extended thumb 
and index finger either represents the entity such as clothes peg or the manipulation of 
it. In fact, it is the Deaf informant that suggested this ambiguity. The example is 
illustrated as follows: 
(44) CLOTHES-PEG, CLOTHESj WASH FINISH CLENT+HAND:peg-clothes.+j/a (VIDEO 41) 
clothes-peg clothes wash finish CLENr+HAND-pred 
'(I) use the clothes-peg to peg clothes.' 
d. The ^handshape 
This particular handshape has been widely reported in other sign languages in the 
literature. It refers to entity with cylindrical shape. The entities represented by this 
handshape are stick and telescope. This particular handshape is also ambiguous in its 
denotation, be it entity itself or manipulation of it. The example is illustrated as 
follows: 
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(45) PRETTY-WOMANi CLENTiTY:pass,-by MAN CLENTiTY/HAND:watch-woman, DROOL (VIDEO 
42) 
pretty-woman CLENTixv-pred man CLENT+HANo-pred 
‘The man uses a telescope to watch a woman (who has walked away.) The man is drooling.' 
Si' 
5 . C L F N T I T Y a n d C L E N T + H A N D L E 
There is only one sample of classifier handshape (i.e. handshape in the data. It 
either denotes an entity or the manipulation and the shape of the entity in other 
predicates. The entity that is directly represented by the handshape in the data is a 
moon-shape shaver, as illustrated in (46). The entity represented by both the shape 
and its manipulation in the data is: iron as illustrated in (47). 
( 4 6 ) F A T H E R B E A R D , L O N G SHAVER�CLENTITVISHAVE-BEARD.+J/A ( V I D E O 1 7 ) 
father beard long shaver CLENrixY-pred 
'Father's beard is long. He uses a shaver to shave his beard。， 
I Aj 
(47) IRONi CLENTITY:plug-into-switch S U I T J CLENTITY： suit^Jocateda CLENT+HAND： iron-suit.+J/a 
(VIDEO 43) 
Iron CLENTITY-pred suit CLENRNRSUIT—located CLENT+HAND -pred 
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‘(I) use the iron to iron suit.' 
‘ ；^二？‘ -mm 
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6 . C L H A N D L E A N D C L F , N T + H A N D 
Only one classifier handshape belongs to this group (i.e�handshape This 
classifier handshape is seldom reported in other sign languages in the literature. In the 
data, the extended thumb represents the round end of the tooth-brush, and the other 
four closed fingers represent the manipulation of the tooth-brush. Such manipulation 
can be detected by the hand-internal movement of the four fingers from open to close 
to represent the press of the button. The example is illustrated in (48). Further, this 
classifier handshape may also function as a pure handling classifier, in which the 
classifier represents the manipulation of an entity such as press-button. The example 
is illustrated as in (49). 
(48) ELECTRIC TOOTH-BRUSH, CLENT+HAND： press-button CLENT+HAND:brush-teechi/A (VIDEO 
45) 
electric tooth-brush CLENi+HAND-pred CLENT+HAND-pred 
'(I) use electronic tooth-brush to brush teeth.' 
m 
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(49) ROOM LIGHTS-OFF CAN-NOT-SEE VAGUE BLACK BUTTON, 
CLHANDLE press-the-buttoiii/a (VIDEO 18) 
room lights-off can-not-see vague dark button 
CLHANDLE-pred 
'The lights in the room are off. I can't see clearly. I press the button to turn it on.， 
M A . 
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4.3 Classifier handshape and predicate types 
In section 4.2, we have devised an inventory of instrument classifier handshapes 
according to the data collected in TJSL. We have also shown that besides the two 
types of classifier handshapes -- C L E N T I T Y and C L H A N D L E - that are commonly found 
in the literature of signed languages, a novel type of classifier handshape, which 
combines C L E N T I T Y and C L H A N D L E , is observed in the data. We have shown that they 
all enter into the instrument classifier predicates in TJSL. This contradicts the 
previous assumption concerning entity classifiers that they only occur in intransitive 
unaccusative predicates. Table 42 summarizes the occurrence of the three types of 
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Table 4.2. Types of classifier handshapes and predicate types 
According to the data we have collected, the entity classifier handshapes can 
enter into both transitive and intransitive predicates. In addition to unaccusative 
intransitive predicates, as discussed in the literature in ASL and NGT (Benedicto and 
Brentari 2004, Benedicto et a l 2007, Zwitserlood 2003), the entity classifier 
handshape may enter into transitive predicates as in instrument classifier predicates, 
suggesting that the sole mapping of such classifier handshape type and unaccusativity 
does not hold in T J S L . Take the C L E N T I T Y handshape \ as an illustration, the entities 
that it can represent, which have been listed in table 4.1, are toothbrush, stick, nail file 
and screw-driver etc. No matter which entity the ^ handshape represents, they can 
all enter into unaccusative predicates with the meaning of ‘X falls down from the 
table.' 
(50) Table, CLENTITY： tablerlocateda TOOTHBRUSHj CLENTITY： fall-down-from-the-table.+J/a^b 
table CLENTITY： table-located toothbrush CLENRIXY-pred 
'The toothbrush falls down from the table.' 
(51) Table, CLENTITY： tablerlocateda S C R E W - D R I V E R J CLENTITY： fall-down-from-the-table,+j/a^b 
table CLENTITY： table-located screw-driver CLENTIXY-pred 
'The screwdriver falls down from the table.' 
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( 5 2 ) Table, CLENTITY: table,-locateda S T I C K � C L E N T I T Y： fall-down-from-the-table,+j/a^b 
table CLENTITY： table-located stick C L E N T I I Y - p r e d 
'The stick falls down from the table.' 
At the same time, we also observe the occurrence of such classifier handshape in 
transitive predicates in the data, as shown in example (25) and (26) at the beginning of 
this section. 
In sum, all the entity classifier handshapes can enter into unaccusative predicates 
as well as transitive causative predicates. There is no one to one mapping between 
entity classifier handshape and unaccusativity. As for the handling classifier 
handshapes and entity+handling classifier handshapes, they do not occur in 
intransitive predicates, such as the unaccusative predicates listed above. 
4.4 Interim discussion and conclusion 
This chapter reports on an inventory of instrument classifiers in TJSL. On the one 
hand, we found that sometimes one particular handshape may be classified into 
different types. Such variation has been clearly presented in Table 4.1. We also found 
that it is also possible for certain entities to be represented by different classifier 
handshapes in the same predicate�Furthermore, contrary to the common assumption 
in the literature that whole entity classifier handshapes can only be associated with 
unaccusative predicates, we found that they can also appear in transitive predicates. In 
next two chapters, we will provide a syntactic account for the phenomena that we 
have observed in the data. 
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Chapter Five Theoretical Backgrounds 
In this chapter, we will offer a brief summary of Distributed Morphology (DM) 
and Pyllkanen's proposal of applicative phrase (ApplhighP) in accounting for 3-place 
predicates in natural languages. We propose to adopt these theoretical frameworks in 
our attempt to analyze the morphosyntactic properties of instrument classifier 
predicates in TJSL. Recently, DM has been adopted to account for agreement 
morphology in ASL (Mathur 2000) and DGS (Gluck and Pfau 1998) and motion and 
location predicates of NGT (Zwitzerlood 2003). Insights from these studies enable us 
to rethink how to approach the morphosyntactic properties of classifier predicates 
from a different perspective. As mentioned in Chapter One, it is not always the case 
that all signs are lexical in nature and constitutive of one free morphemic unit. Signs 
of classifier predicates are a case in point as they are morphosyntactic units 
constituted by a series of bound affixes; they are agglutinative by nature, akin to the 
predicates of Athapaskan languages of the Native Americans. As instrument classifier 
predicates in TJSL require three obligatory arguments - agent, theme and instrument, 
a syntactic structure that can adequately accommodate them is called for. Pylkannen's 
(2002, 2008) analysis may offer a possible direction towards which we analyze the 
syntactic status of instrument as argument in the construction�One consequence of 
adopting such a theoretical framework is that we have to reconceptualize the notion of 
lexicon in natural language as it separates DM from other approaches in our 
convention of understanding of the lexicon within the Minimalist framework� 
5.1 Distributed Morphology 
5.1.1 An overview of Distributed Morphology 
In this section, we will flesh out the model of DM and discuss some of the basic 
assumptions that will bear on our account for instrument classifier predicates in 
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TJSL.9 
DM proposes that there is only a single generative system in the architecture of 
grammar, which is responsible both for word structure and phrase structure. Within 
this framework, morphological structure as well as the derivation of simple or 
complex objects in natural languages is simply syntactic in nature. The basic units of 
morphology in DM are a list of semantic features, morpho syntactic features and 
phonological features. While sharing the basic premise of Universal Grammar, it 
rejects the Lexicalist Hypothesis, which is the central tenet of the generative theory. 
Lexicalists assume that the formational processes of words/lexical items in the lexicon 
are distinct from syntactic processes. Words/lexical items in the lexicon are internally 
associated with sound and meaning. When they are drawn from the lexicon, they will 
function as basic syntactic units with predetermined categorical features for further 
computation in syntax. However, according to Harley and Noyer (2003: 466), 
“...Because there is no Lexicon in DM, the term 'lexical item' has no significance in 
the theory, nor can anything be said to ‘happen in the Lexicon', and neither can 
anything be said to be 'lexical' or ‘lexicalized，.，，Within the framework of DM, the 
syntax does not manipulate lexical items as such, rather it generates structures via 
'merging' or 'moving' morphosyntactic features selected from an inventory available 
in the system. The architecture of the DM model is illustrated in Figure 5.1: 
9 As space does not allow a fuller discussion of the theory of Distributed Morphology, readers are encouraged to 
consult (Halle & Marantz, 1993，1994; Harley & Noyer 1999, 2003 ) 
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Figure 5.1: Structure of grammar in Distributed Morphology (Harley and Noyer 
2003:465) 
Figure 5.1 sketches a model of grammar with an underlying division of labor 
between the components. According to DM, there are three core components: Late 
Insertion, Underspecification and Syntactic Hierarchical Structure All the Way Down 
I. Late Insertion It refers to the hypothesis that as syntactic categories are purely 
abstract and do not bear any phonological content, they have to be mapped onto 
Phonological Form (PF) through a process of Spell-out in which phonological 
expressions, technically called "Vocabulary Items" are inserted at the relevant 
syntactic positions. 
II. Underspecification Vocabulary Items are said to be underspecified, meaning that 
phonological expressions need not be fully specified for the syntactic positions 
where they are inser ted� In other words, the phonological content and the 
morphosyntactic features of a word can be separate. 
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III. Syntactic Hierarchical Structure All the Way Down It entails that while syntactic 
and morphological elements are discrete constituents, they enter into the same types 
of constituent structures. 
As said, DM employs different lists of items with features, namely 
morphosyntactic feature, semantic features and phonological features, for operations 
in different components of the grammar. In Figure 5.1, List A contains a list of 
morphosyntacitc features for syntactic operations such as 'merge', 'move' and 'copy'. 
DM assumes that word or phrases are formed by syntactic operations. Note that the 
model allows morphological operations at the post-syntactic level. List B in Figure 5.1. 
contains Vocabulary Items where phonological features are ‘paired’ with 
morphosyntactic features selected from List A. According to Embick and Noryer 
(2005), in DM, vocabulary is a list of phonological exponents of the different 
morphemes of the language as well as conditions of insertion through their 'pairing' 
based on syntactic or morphological information. For instance, the phonological 
exponent of ‘did’ is /did/, which is paired with [pst] (i.e. 'past') in Figure 5.1. These 
Vocabulary Items will then be inserted after Spell-out into the terminal nodes of the 
derivation.^^ List C contains non-linguistic knowledge, hence lies outside of grammar. 
For instance, cat is a hairy four-legged feline animal. List C is consulted subsequent 
to the output of PF and LF at the Conceptual Interface. 
As derivations in DM are built up cyclically, a derivation can be shipped off to 
Logical Form (LF) and Phonological Form (PF) several times, and each time a cyclic 
domain is formed. For instance, the derivation starts with a root merging with a head 
forming a root phrase (VP), then the root phrase (VP) forms a cyclic domain as a result 
of merging it with a category node. The derivation will then be shipped to PF where 
Vocabulary Insertion takes place, and LF for interpretation. By default, more deeply 
embedded morphemes are spelled-out first in the structure. 
1° Spell-out in the derivation means inserting Vocabulary Items (phonological pieces) into morphemes. The 
derivation is cyclic and may take place at different phases. 
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5.1.2 The concept of morpheme in DM 
According to Harley and Noyer (2003: 467-468), the term morpheme in DM 
“properly refers to a syntactic (or morphological) terminal node and its content, not to 
the phonological expression of that terminal, which is provided as part of a 
Vocabulary Item, Morphemes are thus the atoms of morphosyntactic representation." 
They posit that, instead of functional and lexical categories, morphemes are of two 
kinds: f-morphemes and l-morphemes. The Spell-out of f-morphemes is deterministic 
because its content is defined by the syntax and semantic features made available by 
Universal Grammar. On the other hand, l-morphemes allow choices in Spell-out 
because l-morphemes are assumed to be filled by a Vocabulary Item that may have 
language specific meaning. Furthermore, l-morphemes are acategorical because DM 
hypothesizes that the conventional categorical labels like noun, verb，adjectives, etc. 
are not present in syntax; they are derivatives from more basic morpheme types. 
These l-morphemes maybe conceptualized as 'roots' whose syntactic status is defined 
in terms of the local relations with category-defining f-morphemes. For instance, an 
f-morpheme (e.g. a determiner) categorically defines the syntactic status of an 
1-morpheme (i.e. a nominal root) because the 'noun' is adjacent to and c-commanded 
by the determiner. In other words, the same 'Vocabulary Item' such as 'smoke' may 
be in different morphological categories (i.e. noun, verb, gerunds, adjective etc.). Seen 
in this light, it contrasts with approaches that have their underlying assumption that 
there exists a lexicon in the model of grammar consisting of words or morphemes 
with 'pre-defined' grammatical categories. It is this difference which we shall now 
turn in the next section. 
5.1.3 Cyclic domain in DM 
Chomsky (2001) in his "Derivation by Phase" argues for locality domains of 
semantic and phonological processes within the generative framework According to 
Chomsky, v and C are both phase heads where the structure can be shipped off to 
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Spelt-out. In Distributed Morphology, on the other hand, the notion of cyclic domain 
is more relaxed. According to Marantz (2006:1), "each syntactic operation would 
have a corresponding interpretation, making the result of "merge" of items into a 
phase, in the sense of a domain for phonological and semantic processing". Each 
phase counts as a cyclic domain waiting to be spelt out at PF and LF. It should be 
noted here that the v in Chomsky's proposal is equivalent to the voice head, which is 
an agent introducer in our analysis. Besides, Marantz (2001, 2006) postulates that 
little X (be it v or n etc.), which are categorical heads also count as phase heads in 
DM. 
5.1.4 Why reject Lexicalism? 
In classical generative grammar, there is a division of labor for linguistic 
competence: lexical knowledge, phrase structure rules and transformational rules 
(Chomsky, 1965，1970, 1981). Also, there have been debates on whether there exists a 
generative lexicon which contains separate rules for sound and meaning combination, 
independent of the rules and processes that are part of syntax. In this section, we will 
explain why the non-Lexicalist view is favored in this study through a review of the 
debate between Lexicalists and Non-Lexicalists on the process of nominalization in 
English. Previously, the Lexicon was considered as the source of items from which 
the system draws for the computational system in syntax�According to the Lexicalist 
Hypothesis, words are created and stored in the Lexicon. The formational processes of 
words are distinct from those found in syntax. Also, words, stored in the Lexicon with 
predetermined categorical features like [+/-N], [+/-V] etc。，merged into the syntactic 
structure according to their categorical status. In other words, the sound and meaning 
combination generated in the lexicon is related to the syntactic computation. In sum, it 
is conventionally assumed that the generative Lexicon contains the following 
elements: lexical items, categorical features, rules for word formation, a bunch of 
semantic and phonological features. Since Hale and Keyser (1993), there have been 
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doubts about whether a separate computational system in the lexicon is necessary to 
explain the behavior of some of the words such as denominal verbs, among others. 
The spirit of 1-syntax, as put forward by Hale and Keyser (1993), is that lexical 
behavior is systematic and generalizable because it is part of the syntactic operation 
rather than certain lexicon-internal process. Hale and Keyser's insight about the 
nature of the lexicon has led to some researchers' reformulation of the concept of the 
Lexicon, among which Marantz's (1997) is an example. By way of offering an 
alternative account for the formational process of derived nominals in English, 
Marantz (1993) initiates the debate by challenging whether the existence of a separate 
module to generate words in the lexicon is necessary. Marantz (1993) takes the 
formational process of nominalization in English as an illustration and argued against 
the Lexicalist Hypothesis. 
Before venturing into his arguments, we will provide a brief summary of the 
Chomsky's analysis of nominalization in English, where the debate eventually stems 
from. Chomsky in one of his earlier papers "Remarks on Nominalization" (Chomsky 
1970) suggests that there should be a generative lexicon that involves sound and 
meaning combinations based on the formational process of two types of 
nominalizaitions in English: gerunds such as growing, and derived nominals such as 
growth. Take growing and growth as an illustration: 
(53) 
*a. John's growth of tomatoes 
b. John's growing of tomatoes 
c. that John grows tomatoes 
d. the tomatoes' growth 
e. John's growing tomatoes 
f. that tomatoes grow up rapidly 
Chomsky suggests that the formational process for gerunds and derived nominals 
are different. Gerunds are formed productively in syntax, whereas derived nominals 
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are subject to word internal transformation in the generative Lexicon. This Lexicalist 
perspective, in which two generative mechanisms are adopted for the formation of 
words and phrases respectively, is favored by Chomsky to explain the origin of 
derived nominals. He suggests that since the relationship between the verb meaning 
and the derived nominal is not always productive but idiosyncratic as shown in (53a), 
such kind of idiosyncracy should not be formed in syntax but stored in the lexicon. In 
other words, according to Chomsky, the lexicon contains elements like lexical items, a 
bunch of formational rules, a set of categorical features, semantic as well as 
phonological features. These elements allow certain syntactic operations to combine 
form and meaning together to form words before syntax. Seen in this light, internally 
complex words can subject to further derivation as basic units in syntactic 
computation. 
Despite the widely assumed existence of a computational Lexicon in most of the 
well-established theories of grammar, Halle and Marantz (1993) proposed that DM 
employs distributed, non-computational lists of atomic elements as replacements of 
the Lexicon. These atomic elements serve as the basic items for further syntactic 
computation to form larger units. Marantz (1997) further argues that if the lexicon 
consists of words with pre-defined grammatical category, for instance, grow being a 
transitive verb stored in the lexicon and taking an agent argument, then it will be 
impossible to rule out nominalizations applying to both the transitive grow in (53c) 
and the inchoative grow in (53f). The ungrammaticality in (53a) can be elegantly 
handled if we assume that transitivization and nominalization happen in the syntax 
instead of the lexicon. Hence, according to Marantz (1997), 'words' are category 
neutral, for example, V GROW does not contain any information related to the 
argument structure, neither does it have the agent argument encoded in it. This 
category neutral V GROW can only take an agent argument by merging with a 
causative verbalizing head (v) in syntax which introduces the agent argument�On the 
other hand, growth as a root derived nominal, which is formed through the 
combination of the V G R O W and a nominalizing functional head, would result in 
incompatibility with an agent 'John' in (53a). Marantz (1997) further emphasizes that 
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there is no transformational relationship between words like grow and growth. The 
relationship between the two is actually through the common root V GROW. Different 
words such as grow, grew, growing, growth or grown share the same root V GROW, but 
different grammatical functions result by combining the root with different functional 
projections above it at different levels in syntax. Therefore, according to Marantz, a 
generative lexicon with a separate module for word internal processes to account for 
derived nominals as proposed by Chomsky cannot help to capture all the data. The 
generative lexicon comes up with no explanation as to why the nominalization of 
words like growth with a causative meaning is not possible. Therefore, according to 
Marantz, issues such as nominalization actually have nothing to do with the 
generative mechanisms of the Lexicon. It is not necessity to have two separate 
computational modules in both the Lexicon and Syntax. Syntax is sufficient to 
accommodate unanalyzable atomic units within the system. The internally complex 
words can be further decomposed into morphosyntactic features and are ready to 
serve as basic units of syntactic computation. Based on the above facts, Marantz 
(2007) further comments that the failure of Lexicalism actually comes from "the 
falsification of an attractive and reasonable hypothesis: that the "word" (in some sense) 
is a privileged domain in grammar." (Marantz 1997: 223). In fact, in their proposal of 
DM, Harley & Noryer (2003) also posit that a conventionally assumed lexicalized 
item or word is just an 'idiom' which requires an Encyclopedia Entry for its 
specialized meaning. In other words，there is no ‘word-sized，unit in the model as 
morphemes smaller than a word can express specialized meaning in a specific context 
while words with a complex internal structure (e.g. 'idioms' in the conventional sense 
of the word) may be idiomatized units. 
5.1.5 Interim discussion and conclusion 
In this section, we have provided a general review on DM and stated how it 
differs from the Lexicalist Hypothesis. In this thesis, we will propose a non-lexicalist 
approach as we observe that the internal structure of classifier predicates in signed 
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languages constitutes counter-evidence to the Lexicalist Hypothesis which says that 
the prosodic word, which is a combination of special sound and meaning from the 
lexicon, is a basic unit for syntactic operation. Quite on the contrary, the ASL data as 
reported in Benedicto and Brentari (2004) show that the classifier predicates as 
prosodic words are constituted not by lexical units, but morphosyntactic units encoded 
by handshape, movement and place of articulation; therefore, signs for classifier 
predicates are not X® units but combinations of zero units at a higher syntactic level, 
in line with Marantz (1997). Also, classifier predicates in signed languages do not 
show idiosyncratic mapping between sound and meaning. Rather they are 
compositional and productively formed by merging the movement root with multiple 
functional layers in syntax. These syntactic mechanisms will be further elaborated in 
Chapter Six in which we will flesh out the formational process of instrument classifier 
predicates in TJSL. 
In the following section, we will review how linguists attempt to capture 
predicates that involve three obligatory arguments (i.e. 3-place predicates). Such an 
understanding is crucial as instrument classifier predicates in TSSL also involve three 
obligatory arguments in the syntactic representation. In the spoken language literature, 
Larson (1988) invoked the VP-shell analysis to capture double object constructions in 
English. Pylkkanen (2002, 2008) also offers an alternative analysis in which she 
proposed the projection of an ApplP to accommodate an additional third argument in 
agglutinating languages like Chaga, Chichewa, Luganda, Vendar and Albanian etc. 
She observes that crosslinguistically there are various types of applicative structure 
which surfaces as double object constructions. These applicative constructions can be 
represented structurally as high applicatives and low applicatives, depending on the 
relationship between the applied object and the direct object. Although our object of 
analysis is not double object constructions, the insights from these previous analyses 
will shed light on how we approach instrument classifier predicates in TJSL as they 
also require three obligatory arguments ~ agent, theme and instrument - in their 
syntactic representation. In fact, Ono (1992) also attempts to analyze instrumental 
constructions in English by using VP shell analysis without success because 
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fundamentally instruments in English are regarded as optional arguments, which 
differs from the obligatory arguments as direct or indirect objects in double object 
constructions. The motivation for us to adopt Pylkannen's model is that it can explain 
why instrumentals are optional in spoken languages like English, whereas they are 
obligatory in TJSL. 
5.2 Capturing 3-place predicates in syntax 
5.2.1 Larson's VP-shell analysis (1988) 
Larson (1988) is among the first who tried to provide a syntactic account for 
English dative constructions and the double object constructions. Based on Baker's 
idea (1988) of Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis", Larson (1988) claims 
that relative prominences of thematic roles in the hierarchy are directly mapped onto 
relative structural positions in syntax. His mapping principle is stated as follows: 
"If a verb determines 6>-roles, 61,62, ...On, then the lowest role in the Thematic Hierarchy 
is assigned to the lowest argument in constituent structure, the lowest role to the next lowest 
argument, and so on." 
(Larson 1988: 382) 
Larson (1988) then postulates the VP structure for sentences like (54a) and (54b): 
(54) a. Bill sent a letter to Mary, 
b. Bill sent Mary a letter. 
In Larson's (1988) analysis, (54b) is syntactically derived from (54a). The 
syntactic structures of (54a) and (54b) are illustrated as follows: 
“ B a k e r (1988) formulates UTAH within the framework of Government and Binding as follows: Identical 
thematic relationships between items are represented by identical structural relationships between those items at 





send 焚 J V 
to Mary 
The verb send moves out of the lower V position to the head of the higher VP. It 
then assigns case to the Theme a letter, which is the direct object (henceforth DO) of 
the predicate. While P (head of the prepositional phrase (henceforth PP)) assigns 
inherent case to the indirect object (henceforth 10) Mary. The double object version 
(54b) is derived from the same underlying structure as (54a). It is only that the 
specifier of VP in (55) is "demoted" as follows: 
(56) VP ^ ^ 
T 入 
send NPj V’ 
M a r y ^ ^ ^ y ： ^ ^ 
Vi NPj a letter 
As shown in (56), as a result of demotion, the direct object a letter becomes an 
adjunct right-adjoining the V，，and receives an inherent case. The indirect object Mary 
moves up to the vacated Spec position of VP, and receives case from the raised verb. 
Larson's (1988) proposal is insightful for his articulated VP in arguing for the 
derivational process for English dative constructions and double object constructions. 
However, what Larson's analysis does not capture，is other three-place predicates such 
as instrumentals. 
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Borrowing the concept of VP-shell analysis, Ono (1992) postulates that 
instrumental constructions in English can be adequately captured. According to Ono 
(1992), the sentence in (57) is derived in exactly the same fashion as the 
double-object construction in English. The derivational process is illustrated in (58), 
(59) and (60) as follows: 





e NP V’ 
A ^ ^ 
a key V NP I A 





a key V NP 
I A 






the door V’ NP 
八 A 
Vi NPj (with) a key 
t 
(Ono 1992: 209) 
Following Larson (1988), Ono (1992) assumes that sentence (57) is derived from 
the underlying structure of (58) and (59), in which the verb moves from the lower 
head V position to the higher head V position and assigns case to the 'direct 
object-like' instrumental the key. Then argument demotion occurs in (60), where the 
specifier of VP the key is demoted to a PP. The instrument the key becomes a 
right-adjoining adjunct. Further, case can no longer be assigned to the door，thus it 
moves into the newly vacated Spec VP position to receive it. 
However, Ono's (1992) analysis is problematic in the following aspects: firstly, if 
we assume that the underlying structure of instrumental construction in English is 
actually the same as double object constructions as shown in (58), (59) and (60), it 
entails that the instrumental surfaces as direct object in the structure, while the door is 
the indirect object. Yet this contradicts our common assumption that the door in (57), 
which is the theme of the predicate, is actually the direct object. Moreover, the 
derivation of such sentences concerning instrumental constructions cannot preclude 
the ungrammaticality of (61) in English: 
(61)*John opens a key the door. 
There must be other explanations to account for such ungrammaticality. 
Therefore, VP-shell analysis is not entirely applicable to account for constructions 
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involving instruments in English. Based on lexical semantics considerations, 
Pylkkanen's (2002, 2008) notices that predicates, where the indirect object bears no 
relation to the direct object is impossible in English double object constructions. The 
ungrammaticality of (61), where instrument argument a key does not bear a direct 
relationship with the direct object the door, actually provides good evidence for 
Pylkkanen's prediction. Thus, Pylkkanen(2002, 2008) proposes that a structural 
distinction has to be made concerning the relationship between the two objects in a 
3-place predicate across different languages, a topic we will introduce in the next 
section. To sum, the insight of a more articulated VP such as the VP-shell analysis to 
capture a complex event structure like double object constructions lays the foundation 
for our current analysis of 3-place predicates involving an instrument, in addition to 
agent and theme. 
5.2.2 Pylkannen's analysis (2002, 2008) 
In this section, we will review Pylkkanen's (2002, 2008) analysis of how certain 
syntactic heads introduce non-core arguments such as benefactive, instrument, 
location, and goal in natural languages into the argument structure of the 
corresponding predicate. Pylkkanen's analysis stems from a survey of double object 
constructions in English and Bantu languages like Chaga, depletives in Korean, 
Albranian and a host of other languages. In those constructions cross-linguistically, 
there is an additional or 'applied argument' which is syntactically indirect object and 
which, as Pylkkanen observes, to be behaving differently cross-linguistically. Based 
on these data, Pylkkanen puts forward a typology of applicatives which she argues are 
functional heads at different syntactic levels for the introduction of non-core 
arguments into the argument structure of the predicate. 
5.2.2.1 Introduction of non-core arguments 
The basic assumption of Pylkkanen's analysis is that syntactic structure is the 
only mode of structure building in natural languages, hence, the elements introducing 
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non-core arguments into the argument structure must be syntactic heads. Verbs are 
taking on neo-Davidsonian meanings, implying that the verbs themselves name a 
property of an eventuality and that the syntactic arguments of the verb name the event 
participants (i.e. individuals who stand in thematic relations to the eventuality). 
Following Marantz (1984) and subsequently Kratzer (1996), Pylkkanen (2002, 2008) 
adopts the proposal that the external argument is not a true argument of the verb; it is 
not introduced by the verb but by a separate predicate, which Kratzer calls 'Voice'. 
‘Voice’ belongs to the inflection domains of the language whose head is functional in 
the sense that it denotes a thematic relation that holds between the external argument 
and the event described by the verb. It combines with the V P � � by a rule called Event 
Identification. Adding Voice to the structure implies that the agent is external to 
VP/vP and is merged at [Spec VoiceP] if the event requires one.^^ The assumption 
that the external argument is not an argument of the verb but projected by Voice® is 
crucial in our analysis of 'signer as agent' in instrument classifier predicates in TJSL. 
5.2.2.2 Applicatives in natural languages 
Applicatives are usually understood as constructions in which a verb bears a 
specific affix which licenses an oblique, or non-core, argument. In his study of Bantu 
Languages, Marantz (1993: 119) uses the term 'applied argument' and argues that this 
special verbal inflection adds an extra object to the argument structure. Following 
Baker (1988) and Maranz (1993), Pylkkanen (2002, 2008) argues these verbal affixes 
are functional heads to introduce non-core arguments into the structure. Following 
Maranz, Pylkkanen (2002, 2008) proposes a typology of applicative constructions that, 
as she argues, head their own functional projections. They can be divided into high 
applicatives and low applicatives, each occupying a different syntactic position (see 
(62) and (63) below). Semantically, the high applicative head denotes a relation 
12 In Pylkkanen's model, the conventional vP that has the external argument in [spec vP] is not necessaiy as the 
external argument can be taken care of by the VoiceP. 
A consequence of this analysis is that if the event does not require an agent in this position, Voice® will be 
specified with the morphosyntactic feature [-AG] • 
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between an event and an individual. It is an external argument introducing head by 
adding an additional participant to the event described by the verb. On the other hand, 
the low applied arguments bear no relation to the verb. They only bear a relation 
between two individuals, specifically the 'transfer-of-possession' relation where the 
indirect object becomes the ‘owner’ of the direct object, as exemplified by the typical 
double object constructions in English (Pylkkanen 2008: 14). 
(62) High applicative 
A p ^ 





V A p d P 
DP A p ^ ' 
Appr DP 
(Kim 2011: 489 adapted Pykkanen's model in DM) 
In Pylkkanen's analysis, the applied argument for both high and low applicatives 
asymmetrically c-commands the direct object. This c-command relation between the 
applied argument and the direct object is one of the defining properties of applicative 
constructions. The high applicative selects an applied argument in a position external 
to vP in a fashion similar to Voice�introducing an agent argument for the predicate 
also external to vR Semantically Appf adds an extra participant to the event, i.e. the 
applied argument. Thus, high applicatives denote a relationship between the applied 
participant DP in [Spec ApplP] and an event vR Pylkkanen (2002, 2008) cites an 
example from Bresnan and Moshi (1993: 49-50) to illustrate this relation: 
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(64)Chaga 
a. N-a-i-lyi-a m-ka k-elya. 
FOC-1 SG-PRES-eat-APPL-FV 1-wife 7-food 
'He is eating food for his wife' 
*He ate the wife food. 
(65)English 
I baked him a cake. 
Pylkkanen (2002, 2008) argues that in the Chaga example in (64), 'wife' stands in 
a benefactive relation to the event of eating but it bears no relation to the object of 
eating, 'food'. However, in (65), such a relation between the applied argument 'him' 
and the direct object 'cake' is obligatory in English, as two internal arguments. Thus, 
the Chaga benefactive cannot be expressed as the English double object construction, 
since the 'wife' could not plausibly enter into a possessive relation with the food as a 
result of the event of somebody eating it. Whereas in example (65), the applicative 
head relates him to the direct object ‘cake，in terms of possessive relationship. Thus, 
Pylkkanen proposes that there must be two different types of applicative heads in 
Chaga and English respectively: 
(66)High applicative (Chaga) 
VoiceP 
h e - ^ ^ -
Voice 
W i ^ ^ 
A p p W ^ ^ 
eaT' ^ ^ f o o d 
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(Pylkkanen 2008: 14) 
As discussed above, the applied argument in both types of applicatives above 
asymmetrically c-commands the direct object (i.e. 'wife' in (66) and 'him' in (67)). 
The meanings of high and low applicative structure are different. The high applicative 
head simply adds another participant (i.e. ‘wife，）to the event with a status somewhat 
similar to an external argument (i.e. external to vP), as shown in the Chage example. 
On the other hand, the low applicative head introduces a goal argument that bears a 
transfer of possession relation to the direct object only, as shown in example (65). 
According to Pylkannen (2002, 2008), it bears no semantic relation to the verb. 
5.2.3 Interim Discussion and conclusion 
In the spoken language literature, various types of applicatives have been 
identified in addition to the well-known benefactive applicative (Kim 2011: 490). 
They are instrumental, locative, comitative, goal, source etc. (see Baker 1988; 
Peterson 2007). Following Pylkkanen (2008), we assume that these different applied 
arguments are represented differently due to their distinct morpho-syntactic properties 
on the one hand, and the relationship between the object arguments as well as the 
subject argument. In her analysis, Pylkkanen suggests that benefactive, instrument 
and location are high applicatives, but she does not provide any justification on this 
notion. In this thesis, we would like to take up this suggestion and explore it further in 
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the context of how to account for the instrument as an obligatory argument in the 
classifier predicates in TJSL. We also follow Pylkkanen's proposal that the subject of 
the construction should be merged with in the specifier position of a VoiceP. 
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Chapter Six Formal Analysis of Instrument 
Classifier Predicates in TJSL 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we will provide a formal account for instrument classifier 
predicates in TJSL based on the data we reported in Chapter 4. We will show how 
they can be accounted for within the framework of Distributed Morphology and P's 
proposal of VoiceP and ApplP. To pave the way for this analysis, we will show the 
basic valency properties of the transfer and instrument classifier predicates, two types 
of three-place predicates in TJSL. We will also argue that the encoding of agentivity 
should be separated from the handling classifier handshape as conventionally assumed 
in the literature, and that it is the signer's body that encodes the agent argument in 
instrument classifier predicates, based on the agentivity tests that make use of 
agent-oriented non-manuals. In addition, we propose that instrument classifier 
handshape is a unification of gender system and noun class�After addressing the 
above issues, a detailed discussion on the syntactic derivation of instrument classifier 
predicate will be offered. 
6.2 Morphosyntactic properties of instrument classifier 
predicates in TJSL 
After previous discussions on the theoretical assumptions of double object 
constructions in spoken languages, in this section, we will present the basic 
morphosyntactic properties of instrument classifier predicates in TJSL. 
6.2.1 Two types of three-place classifier predicates in TJSL 
In the study of valency of classifier predicates, the handshape and referential 
locus are the domains of analysis. There are two types of 3-place classifier predicates 
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in TJSL. One type involves classifiers of transfer and the other type is associated with 
instrument classifier predicates, as in (68) and (69): 
(68) BOYi CLENTiTY:boy,-locateda BOOK�CLHANDLE:bgivea-the-bookj-to-the-boyi/b—a 
boy CLENTITY:boy-located book CLnANDLE-pred 
'(I) give the book to the boy.' 
；編 
Example (68) demonstrates a typical double object construction commonly found 
in spoken languages. Such kind of double object construction is expressed through 
classifiers of motion and transfer in TJSL. In example (68), the predicate, which 
involves a handling classifier handshape, expresses a telic event. There are two 
internal arguments in the predicate: the direct object BOOK is represented by a 
handling classifier handshape ^； the indirect object BOY is first localized in the 
signing space, and then associated to the referential locus. 
( 6 9 ) W O O D , CLTRACE:wood,_be_locateda P L A N E � CLENT+HANDLE： plane-the-wood.+ya ( V I D E O 
4 8 ) 
wood wood-located plane CLENT+HANOLE-pred 





In (69), the 2-handed classifier handshape represents the instrument argument 
PLANE, whereas the theme WOOD is represented by a referential locus in space. 
From the examples above, we can see that these two types of classifier predicates 
are signed at a referential locus, no matter whether the non-dominant hand is present 
or not, to represent the internal argument (i.e. theme). Despite their structural 
similarities on the surface, they are different in the following aspects: 
(1) Argument status of the classifier handshape: Instrument classifier predicates are 
always transitive. The classifier handshape is always associated with the instrument 
argument even if the antecedent is implicit sometimes^'^. Transfer predicates are 
transitive; the classifier handshape, which is usually a handling classifier is always 
linked to a theme argument being transferred to the possession of the goal argument 
encoded by a referential locus in space. 
(2) Argument status of referential locus: The referential locus where we observe a 
transitive predicate involving an instrument classifier (e.g. 
CLHANDLE:stir—(x)_with—stick) denotes a theme argument acted upon by an agent with 
an instrument'^ This is different from the interpretation of the referential locus in 
transfer predicates that is linked to source or goal argument. 
(3) Properties of the verbal root: It is proposed in the literature that the movement 
morpheme counts as the verbal root of a classifier predicate (Supalla 1982; 
Zwitserlood 2003, Benedicto and Brentari 2004, Benedicto e t � a l 2007 etc.). Since 
instrument classifier predicates always denote an activity, the movement of such a 
predicate can be reduplicated to denote an atelic event in which the agent is acting 
upon the theme within a span of time at the referential locus (see (69) above). 
Arguments in classifier predicates may be left implicit, if it is retrievable within a discourse. Actually, it is 
reported in the literature of signed languages that there is usually no overt reference to the referents provided with 
a given discourse. Pro-drop appears to be possible for all arguments. 
If the instrument can be encoded by a sign using one hand, the non-dominant hand will be reserved for the 
theme argument located at locus. 
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However, the events denoted by transfer classifier predicates are always 
accomplishments. The iteration of the movement denotes accumulation of separate 
events (Zwitserlood 2003 on NGT, Lee 2000 on HKSL). 
Despite the superficial similarities on the morphological structure between the two 
types of three-place predicates, different grammatical functions concerning the 
morphemes listed above lead us to propose that these two types of three-place 
predicates have different underlying structures giving rise to different interpretations. 
Such differences are actually in line with the two types of applicatives proposed by 
Pylkannen (2002, 2008), namely low applicatives and high applicatives. To recap, 
according to Pylkannen, the conditions for high and low applicatives are as follows: 
(70) 
(a) High applicatives - demonstrates a relation between an applied argument and 
an event described by the verb 
(b) Low applicatives — demonstrates a relation between the applied argument and 
the direct object 
Seen in this light, transfer predicates in TJSL with a verb root GIVE indicate a 
direct relationship between the theme argument and the goal argument, thus satisfying 
the requirement for low applicative constructions. 
For the instrument classifier predicates, no such direct relationship is held 
between the instrument argument and the theme argument because the instrument is 
external to the relationship between the agent and the theme argument, thus satisfying 
the conditions for high applicative constructions. 
In sum, in TJSL, there are 3-place predicates like the transfer predicates, as 
exemplified by double object constructions, or the causative transitive predicates, as 
exemplified by the instrument classifier predicates. We suggest that they belong to 
two different applicative structures, hence two different underlying structures. Since 
this study focuses on instrument classifier predicates in TJSL, we will leave the 
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double object constructions to future research. In what follows, we will provide a 
detailed analysis of instrument classifier predicates, in particular, what types of 
classifier handshapes they are associated with and how they are employed to encode 
the arguments. We will propose that the three arguments are distributed not only over 
the two manual articulators, but also the signer's body, based on results of tests of 
agentivity. Lastly, we will describe how these predicates with different classifier 
handshapes are derived morphosyntactically. 
6.2.2 Handling classifier handshape and agentivity 
In this section, we argue that handling classifier handshapes do not necessarily 
encode the agent argument, contra the proposal in the literature that the handling 
classifier handshape denotes a relation between an animate being handling a certain 
object and the object being handled (Kegl 1990, Shick 1990, Benedicto and Brentari 
2004, Benedicto et. al 2007). Since it is taken for granted that a handler must be 
animate or human being, predicates involving such type of handshapes must be 
transitive and agentive. However, according to the definition adopted by Benedicto 
and Brentari (2004) and Benedicto et al. (2007), no such animacy constraint for the 
handler exists: 
Handling{^<\\g) handshapes are those that refer to the way that objects or instruments 
are held or manipulated. 
(Benedicto and Brentari 2004: 750) 
In other words, the above definition only suggests that objects or instruments are 
being classified according to the manner of manipulation. Also, Zwitserlood (2003) 
proposes that although entity classifier and handling classifier are related to different 
types of predicates, both mark the theme argument in these predicates. 
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" . . . .ent i ty classifiers occur only on intransitive VELMs, marking the Theme argument 
( . . . )whereas handling classifiers occur only in transitive VELMs. They also mark the 
Theme argument" 
(Zwitserlood 2003: 328) 
Zwitserlood makes no claim on the association between handling classifier and 
agentivity. In fact, she only proposes that the syntactic environment to accommodate 
the handling classifier handshape must be transitive. In this study, we would like to 
propose that handling classifier handshape is NOT necessarily associated with the 
agent argument. 
TJSL allows a non-animate entity to handle the object, which we will call 
inanimate handler, hence not volitional in the sense of exercising some sentient 
control over the object being handled, as shown in (71): 
( 7 1 ) C A R C R A N E , P I G � C L E N T I T Y : P I G J _ L O C A T E D A CLHANDLE： crane,-pick- pig�-up A—B ( V I D E O 4 9 ) 
car crane pig CLENTiTY:pig—located CL-pred 
'The crane's arm picks the pig up.. 
In (71), the CRANE represented by the handling classifier handshape denotes 
someone who exercises control over the CRANE, which in turn 'handles' the PIG in 
the predicate. Yet the CRANE is neither a person nor a personified entity, thus it 
cannot be the agent. Therefore, (71) shows that some handling classifier predicates in 
TJSL involve inanimate handlers. As a result, although the predicate is transitive and 
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the inanimate handler is the causer in the event, no agent argument is involved^^, as 
the handshape morpheme is not associated with an agent argument. Thus, contrary to 
the claims on classifier predicates in signed languages like ASL, handling classifiers 
in TJSL are not a determining factor for agentivity. Consequently, the above example 
fails the following agentivity test. 
( 7 2 ) * O N - P U R P O S E C A R C R A N E , P I G � CLENTITY:PIGJJOCATEDA CLHANDLE： crane._pick_ 
pigj—up a—b 
on-purpose car crane pig CLENTiTY:pig—located CL-pred 
*'The crane arm picks the wolf up on purpose' . 
( 7 3 ) * C A R E F U L L Y C A R C R A N E , P I G ] CLENTITY:PIGJJOCATEDA CLHANDLE： cranei_pick_ 
Pigj _UPa+b 
carefully car crane pig CLENTiTY:pig_located CL-pred 
* ‘The crane arm picks the pig up carefully.' 
ON PURPOSE and CAREFULLY are known as agent-oriented adverbs that can 
be used to test agentivity of the predicate. The failure of concurrence between the 
agent-oriented adverbs and the handling classifier predicate indicates that there is no 
agent argument in the event. Therefore, we argue that handling classifier handshapes 
do not necessarily indicate the existence of the agent argument�We propose that the 
handling classifier handshape encodes manner of manipulation to classify entities that 
are handled, usually according to their size and shape. 
In conclusion, we have offered an observation that handling classifiers do not 
necessarily denote an agent. As reported in other signed languages, the handling 
16 In fact, in order to express the meaning "The wolf picks the pig up with a crane." in TJSL, in which the 'crane' 
is the instrument argument, the signer needs two separate events: one being 'the wolf exercise control over the 
crane', and the other being 'the crane picks the pig up，. This indicates that there should be a semantic restriction 
for instrument classifier predicates, that is: only predicates which involve direct manipulation between the handler 
and the handlee can be expressed within one instrument classifier predicate. This is only an observation. Further 
research need to be done on such semantic restriction. 
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classifier is usually associated with a handler that is a human being. Thus researchers 
may be mislead by the animate handler and conclude that predicates involving a 
handling classifier necessitate an agent argument. In fact, we regularly see the 
agent-oriented non-manuals in human-grasped handling classifiers, but no such 
non-manuals exist in predicates involving an inanimate handler. In the data as shown 
above, there are inanimate handlers in classifier predicates in TJSL. Therefore, we 
predict that handling classifier denotes only manner of manipulation. The 
grammatical function of agent-denoting property should be separated from the 
handling classifier handshape. In the following analysis, we will argue that the 
grammatical function of agent in transitive classifier predicates is encoded by the 
signer's body, an observation which has been ignored for a long time in the literature 
of sign linguistics. 
6.2.3 Signer's body encodes agentivity 
Most of the previous research on the syntactic structure of classifier predicates 
focuses on the handshape and movement morphemes. Some sign language researchers 
notice a correlation between the handshape morpheme and argument structure of the 
predicates (Meir 2000; Benedicto and Brentari 2004; Zwitserlood 2003, 2008 etc.). 
Benedicto and Brentari (2004) further argue that such a correlation can be analyzed in 
a formal morphosyntactic way. As mentioned in 2.3.3, they predict that the handshape 
morpheme determines the argument structure of the predicate in ASL. However, this 
prediction does not hold in TJSL. Whole entity classifiers, which are claimed to 
appear only in unaccusative predicates, do occur in transitive instrument classifier 
predicates in TJSL (see Benedicto and Brentari 2004 on ASL; Zwitserlood 2003 on 
NGT). We suggest that there may be other factors contributing to the representation of 
arguments in such predicates. 
Meir et al. (2007) is the first study that proposes that there is a division of labor 
between the signer's body and the hands in encoding various facets of the state of 
affairs. Meir et a l (2007) argue that the division of labor is revealed by the way the 
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hands move in relation to the body. The body encodes properties of one argument 
participating in the event, whereas other facets (the event and other arguments) are 
encoded by the hands (Meir et al. 2007: 532-533). The evidence they provide in their 
study is from Israeli Sign Language (ISL) and American Sign Language (ASL). In 
signed languages in the world, since specific elements of a sign may correspond to 
specific meaning components, the hands and the signer's body may each be used 
separately to encode different elements of the event (Meir et al. 2007). 
Through analyzing the data of instrument classifier predicates in TJSL, we found 
that the signer's body is important for explaining the syntactic behaviors of the 
different types of classifier handshapes in TJSL. In the data, the signer's body 
systematically represents the agent argument of the instrument classifier predicates. 
The signer's body is always associated with some specific properties pertaining to the 
agent argument: it is animate, volitional and sentient. Semantically, instrument 
classifier predicates inherently select an animate entity that is sentient and volitional 
as its agent, as the events expressed by the instrument classifiers always involve an 
action initiated by an agent. Instrument classifier predicates also denote direct 
manipulation of the instrument by the a g e n t ] 7 
6.2.3.1 Grammatical function of the signer's body 
Benedicto and Brentari (2004) and Benedicto et al. (2007) argue that whole entity 
classifiers can only occur in unaccusative intransitive predicates, because whole entity 
classifiers are always associated with the internal argument. Zwitserlood (2003) also 
argues that entity classifiers in NGT appear only in unaccusative predicates in verbs 
of motion and location (VELM). From the data reported in Chapter 4, clearly whole 
entity classifiers in TJSL can occur in transitive predicates, as in (26), repeated here as 
(74) 
17 
There might be cases of personification where entities take on animate-like qualities represented by the 
signer's body. We take these entities as 'agents' since they are endowed with volition and sense by the signer. 
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(74) WOMAN NAIL,/a ROUGH NAIL-FILE�CLENTiTY:file-nail,+j/a (VIDEO 20) 
woman nail rough nail-file CLEmrrY-pred 
'The woman's nail is rough. She uses the nail-file to file nail.' 
Example (74) involves a transitive predicate with a whole entity classifier 
handshape. This classifier handshape encodes an instrument argument, whereas the 
classifier handshape for the theme argument NAIL is encoded on the non-dominant 
hand (see video 20). If we adopt the proposal of Zwitserlood (2003) or Benedicto and 
Brentari (2004), we might expect that the predicate involving the whole entity 
classifier would be unaccusative. However, the example above shows that it is not the 
case, in fact, there is no one-to-one relationship between whole entity classifiers and 
unaccusativity. 
In TJSL, handling classifiers and whole entity+handling classifiers can also enter 
into instrument classifier predicates, as shown in (33) and (35) in Chapter 4 and 
repeated here as in (75) and (76): 
(75) FISH CAN, IRON CAN-OPENER�CLHANDLE:openj-the-can, (VIDEO 27) 
fish can iron can-opener CLnANDLE-pred 
‘(I) use the can-opener to open the can.' 
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(76) EAR-RING GUN, CLENT+HAND： use-the-stabberi-to-get-earsa-pierced 
ear-stud-stabber CLENT+HAND-pred 
'(I) use the ear-stud-stabber to get the ears pierced.' 
；.黨 
In the three examples above, instrument classifier predicates can accommodate 
different types of classifier handshapes, be they whole entity in (74)，handling in (75) 
and whole entity + handling in (76). In (75), the handling handshape ^ is associated 
with the instrument argument can-opener through a handshape involving a set of 
selected fingers configured in such a way that the manner of manipulation is encoded. 
In (76), the classifier handshape 合 requires a division of labor between the selected 
and non-selected fingers to encode the whole entity and the handling classifiers 
separately. That is, the extended thumb and index finger represent the shape of the 
earing-stabber, while the other three closed fingers for manner of manipulation. 
Surely, one may argue that in the case of classifier predicates, both sets of fingers are 
selected as each set acquires morphemic status in this type of classifier predicates. 
To conclude, evidence from TJSL shows that the choice of classifiers itself does 
not determine the transitivity or valency of the predicate, unlike ASL or NGT. Further, 
since the whole entity classifier only represents the instrument argument in transitive 
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predicates, agentivity is thus not encoded in this type of classifiers. Under these 
circumstances, we have to ask how the agent argument is introduced into the predicate. 
Here, we argue that it is the signer's body that systematically plays an agentive role in 
instrument classifier predicates in TJSL. We predict that in instrument classifier 
predicates, the signer's body may be a 'super' classifier, which is just bigger in size 
than the hands for classifier handshapes. 
6.2.3.2 Test for argument status of signer's body 
In order to detect the presence of an agent argument in the sentence, we used 
agent-oriented adverbs as a diagnostic, because it has been widely used in the 
literature (Benedicto and Brentari 2004; Benedicto et al. 2007 etc.) to test agentivity. 
In TJSL, there exists an agent-oriented adverb CAREFULLY, but this lexical sign 
must be accompanied by some corresponding non-manuals on the signer's face, 
otherwise the signing is ungrammatical. Yet, this manual adverb can be omitted; in 
this case, the non-manual CAREFULLY must be expressed on the signer's face, as in 
(77): 
(77) non-manual: carefully 
TREE, CLTRACE:LONG SAWj CLENTITY：cut-the-tree.+ya (VIDEO 15) 
tree long saw CLENTITY- cut-the-tree 
'(I) use the saw to cut the tree.' 
_ _ _ Hi 
Example (77) shows that the manual adverbial CAREFULLY can be omitted if 
the non-manual adverbial spreads over the entire classifier predicate. 
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For those pure unaccusative classifier predicates, the signer's body is deployed to 
mark agentivity as it is not required in those predicates^For example (78) and (80), 
the two whole entity classifier predicates bear the same handshape but one predicate 
is unaccusative intransitive (see (78)) and the other is transitive (see (80)). 
(78) SAW, TABLEj CLENTiTY:saw,-located-on-tablea CLENTITY： saw,_fall_downa^b (VIDEO 14) 
saw table CLjpred CL_pred 
'The saw falls down from the table.' 
O R 
In other words, classifier handshapes and argument structure are not directly 
associated. Therefore, in a transitive predicate like (80), since the whole entity 
classifier handshape cannot encode the agent argument, agentivity has to be marked 
elsewhere. The data show that the signer's body serves the grammatical function of 
agentivity through the nonmanuals on the signer's face. Therefore, the presence of 
agent-oriented non-manuals can not only test agentivity, but also detect whether the 
signer's body in the predicate is morphemic or not� 
*non-manual: carefully 
( 7 9 ) S A W , T A B L E J CLENTITY： beJocated . /a CLENTITY: f a l l — d o w n , B 
saw table CL-pred CL_pred 
‘The saw falls down from the table.' 
18 The signer's body can be used for other grammatical purposes such as role shift in reported speeches. 
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(80) non-manual: carefully 
TREEi CLxRACEilong SAW�CLENTiTY:cut-the-tree,+j/a (VIDEO 52) 
tree long saw CLENTiiY-pred 
'(I) use the saw to cut the tree.' 
In (78) where the predicate is unaccusative, the signer's face does not mark any 
agent-oriented non-manual adverbials. In this case, the signer's body is only 
physically present in the signing space. It is not a meaningful component in the 
predicate. Therefore, we observe that there is a good division of labor: the signer's 
body marks the agent through the agent-oriented nonmanuals on the face and the 
whole entity classifier handshape marks the instrument argument, making the 
predicate transitive. 
Taken together, we predict that this is the main reason why both the whole entity 
classifier handshape and handling classifier handshape can be involved in the same 
instrument classifier predicate without causing ungrammaticality. We further predict 
that, in TJSL, since the signer's body releases the classifier handshape from the 
burden of determining the valency of the predicate, the co-occurrence of the whole 
entity classifier handshape and handling classifier handshape within one classifier 
handshape becomes a grammatical possibility. Indeed the data shows that some 
predicates can be expressed through three different types of classifier handshapes. The 
examples are illustrated as follows: 
(81) CLTRACE： grounda AUGERi CLektoy: drill-ground,+j/a (VIDEO 55) 
ground auger CLENrnr-pred 
'(I) use the auger to drill ground.' 
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勤 ※ ： 
(82) CLTRACE： ground, A U G E R � CLHANDLE： drill-ground,+J/A ( V I D E O 56) 
ground auger CLeANDLE-pred 
'(I) use the auger to drill ground.' 
(83) CLTRACE： ground, AUGER� CLEKTITY+HANDLE： drill-ground.+j (VIDEO 54) 
ground auger CLENrrrY+HANDLE-pred 
'(I) use the auger to drill ground.' 
In the examples above, the same predicate can be expressed by three different 
types of classifier handshapes, namely, whole entity classifier handshape ^ in (81), 
handling classifier handshape in (82), and whole entity+handling classifier 
handshape 合 in (83). The whole entity classifier handshape represents an instrument 
argument through the size and shape, and the handling classifier handshape represents 
the manner of manipulation�As for the whole entity+handling classifier handshape, 
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the extended thumb and index finger represent the shape of the auger and the other 
three closed fingers represents the manner of manipulation of the object. It clearly 
shows that the choice of classifier handshape is not syntactically motivated. Further, if 
agentivity is separated from the classifier handshape, we may expect to find 
agent-oriented non-manuals in handling classifier predicates. If it is true, we will 
reach a conclusion that the handshape like handling only shows the manner of how a 
human handles the object, it is not associated with the agent argument anymore. In 
order to test the agentivity of the above three predicates, the agent-oriented 
non-manual carefully is used as a diagnostic in the following items: 
non-manual: carefully 
(84) CLTRACE： ground, AUGER� CLentity： drill-ground,+j/a (video 57) 
ground auger CLENirrY-pred 
'(I) use the auger to drill ground.' 
i： - 3 H^ S^fi^^^^^^^ P^t。"：..,. 
non-manual: carefully 
(85) CLTRACE： groundi A U G E R � C L H A N D L E： drill-ground.+j (VIDEO 55) 
ground auger CLnANDLE-pred 
‘(I) use the auger to drill ground.' 
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non-manual: carefully 
(86) CLTRACE： ground, A U G E R J CLEKMY+HAMXE: drill-ground,+j (video 58) 
ground auger CLENTHY+HANDLE-pred 
‘(I) use the auger to drill ground. 
From these examples, we find that all of the predicates above are agentive in that 
they may co-occur with agent-oriented adverbs, which are expressed nonmanually on 
the signer's face. The handshape actually represents the corresponding instrument 
argument through its most salient feature, be it shape, manner of manipulation or both. 
Therefore, the grammatical function of representing the agent argument should be 
separated from the classifier handshape. As said, that the signer's body is associated 
with the agent argument manifests itself through agent-oriented non-manuals, hence 
these nonmanuals are grammatical realization of the [+Agent] feature. This 
observation has been neglected until Meir et al. (2007) who first discovered the 
function of signer's body in body-anchored verbs in ISL and ASL, as most of the 
previous research on classifier constructions in signed languages mainly focuses on 
the grammatical function of the manual articulators. 
In TJSL, (87) and (88) below, the same whole entity classifier handshape is 
adopted to denote the same entity, while the argument structures differ specifically in 
terms of agentivity through the occurrence of agent-oriented nonmanuals: 
(87) *non-manual: carefully 
GROUNDi Index, SEE AUGER� CLEOTFTY: goes_into_ground,+j/a (video 61) 
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ground I see auger CLENirrY-pred 
‘(I) see that the auger goes into the ground.' 
non-manual: carefully 
( 8 8 ) CLTRACE： groundi AUGER� CLENTITY： drill-groundi+j/a 
ground auger CLENTiTY-pred 
'(I) use the auger to drill ground.' 
Both of the two predicates above involve the same classifier handshape ^ They 
both represent the same entity auger. While the second predicate is transitive, the first 
predicate is unaccusative (i.e. only one internal argument)�Whether the signer's body 
is a meaningful component or not makes a big difference between the two predicates. 
As shown in example (85), the unaccusative predicate involving just an internal theme 
argument is incompatible with the co-articulation of agent-oriented adverbial 
nonmanuals. Under these circumstances, the signer's body is not even an active 
articulator nor can it express the agent-oriented adverbial non-manuals. On the other 
hand, example (84) repeated in (88) is a three-place predicate where the signer's body 
represents the agent argument. 
To conclude, despite having different types of classifier handshapes to encode the 
instrument argument in the predicate, the argument structure of such predicates are 
rather fixed, namely, agent, instrument and theme. To recapitulate, the agent argument 
is represented by the signer's body, the instrument by a classifier handshape on the 
dominant hand and the theme on the non-dominant hand or referential locus. The 
movement component, which encodes the predicative root, is affixed to the handshape 
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that encodes the instrument argument, not the theme, suggesting that the latter is an 
obligatory argument explicitly spelt out in the predicate without which the sign would 
be ungrammatical if not fail to be spelt out at all. Moreover, the instrument classifier 
handshape may vary according to the size and shape of the object or manner of 
manipulation of the instrument argument, hence allowing either handling or whole 
entity classifiers to encode the instrument argument in the predicate. 
The obligatory occurrence of an instrument classifier handshape in such 
predicates indicates that instrument is not an adjunct. What is the grammatical status 
of the instrument argument? How is the instrument argument introduced into the 
predicate? We will continue to discuss how to capture these differences, based on 
Pylkannan's model. 
6.2.4 Classifier handshape and noun class system 
Zwitserlood (2003) compared noun classification system in spoken languages 
with classifiers of VELM in NGT, and finds that classifiers in NGT share many 
morphosyntactic and semantic characteristics with verbal classifiers in spoken 
languages. The characteristics are listed as follows: 
1) A noun class marker always indicates an argument of the verb� 
2) The marker can indicate the subject/agent or the direct object of the clause. 
3) Such markers try to keep track of the referent arguments of the verb. 
4) Such markers appear obligatorily on verbs. 
5) Such markers appear on all verbs. 
6) The assignment of nouns to noun classes is partly semantically based, but also 
related to the morphology and phonological characteristics of the noun. 
7) Nouns are usually associated with one class, although some variability is possible, 
especially in systems in which the noun classes are semantically transparent. In 
the latter systems the choice of a noun class marker depends on the viewpoint of 
the speaker. 
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8) All nouns are members of a noun class. 
9) The system has a limited countable number of classes. 
(Zwitserlood 2003; 186-187) 
The prototypical characteristics of noun class system in the literature of spoken 
languages and its comparison to NGT classifiers of VELM and instrument classifiers 
in TJSL are listed in the following table, which is adapted from Zwitserlood (2003, 
187): 
Noun class-gender systems NGT classifiers Instrument classifiers 
of VELM in TJSL 
1 linked to arguments of the verb Yes Yes 
2 S/A or direct object S/0 Indirect Object 
(Instrument argument) 
3 referent-tracking Yes Yes 
4 usually obligatorily present Yes Yes 
5 present on all verbs No No 
6 assignment partially semantic, but mainly semantic mainly semantic 
also morphological and/or 
phonological 
7 nouns are basically uniquely No No 
assigned to a class (but some 
variation is possible) 
8 classification of all nouns ？ ？i9 
9 limited number of classes Yes Yes 
Table 6.1. Noun class systems of classifier handshapes 
19 At this stage, we are not sure whether instrument classifier handshape can classify all nouns. We will leave it for 
future exploration. 
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The above table shows that the characteristics of the classifiers in signed 
languages are quite similar to those of noun class markers that appear on verbs in 
spoken languages. The behaviors of instrument classifiers in TJSL are similar to those 
of classifiers ofVELM in NGT. 
6.2.4.1 Classifier handshape and gender system 
Furthermore, Zwitserlood (2003) predicts that classifier handshapes may pattern 
like gender agreement systems in spoken languages. According to Aikhenvald (2004), 
since gender systems show some correlation with sex, many non-linguists erroneously 
confuse gender and sex. Sex represents biological categorization whereas gender 
represents grammatical categorization. Feminine and masculine genders are often 
included in inanimate nouns with no connection to female or male sex, e.g. French 
maison 'house' (feminine), chateau ‘castle’ (masculine). Gender in linguistics is used 
as a noun categorization device (Aikhenvald 2000: 77-80). There is always a semantic 
basis other than sex to gender assignment in spoken languages in the world. 
According to Holmquist (1991) and Aikhenvald (2000), in Cantobrian Spanish, quite 
a lot of the semantic features listed in the following table have been introduced for the 






Horizontal \crt ical 
Supine phallic 
Smooth coarse i 
light dark 
approbatory, deprecatory 





Table 6.2. Gender assignment in Cantabrian Spanish 
Table 6.2 shows that semantic features such as size, shape, volume and manner 
etc. in spoken languages like Cantabrian Spanish can also be attributed as a noun 
classification device in gender agreement system. Such categorization device by 
making use of different semantic features can commonly be found in a number of 
Bantu Languages (Horton 1949; Hyman 1979; Anderson 1980; Hedinger 1980; 
Stallcup 1980; Walters 1980; Carstens 1993 among others). In the next section, we 
will show that classifier handshapes with a limited set of gender features in signed 
languages also functions as a noun categorization device in noun class agreement 
system, which is very similar in function to those in spoken languages. 
6.2.4.2 Instrument classifier handshapes: unifying gender 
system and noun classes 
6.2.4.2.1 Variation in the choice of classifier handshape in instrument 
classifier predicates in TJSL 
Putting the noun class systems and signed language classifiers together, one 
observes the following: in signed languages, the choice of classifier handshapes to 
encode the same entity varies. In instrument classifier predicates in TJSL, there are 
always cases in which the choice of classifier handshapes may vary among two or 
• 20 
three classifier handshapes without a change of meaning in the predicate. However, 
Gladys Tang (personal communication) suggests that the same phenomenon also goes to animate or human 
classifier in signed languages too. In particular, in HKSL, the choice between Y-handshape or V-handshape to 
denote humans is still a myth. The same observation might also be found in ASL and BSL etc. 
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such variation in the choice of classifiers is not random. The range of variation is 
usually limited within two or three types of classifiers. For instance: 
(89) TREE, CLENTITY： treerbejocateda PLANE�CLHANDLE： plane-wood.+ya (VIDEO 64) 
tree CLENTiTY:tree-be_located plane CLnANDLE-pred 
'(I) use the plane to flatten the wood.' 
_ 
(90) TREEi CLentity： treei-be_locateda PLANE) CLENT+HANOLE p^lane-woodi+j/a (VIDEO 63) 
tree CLENTrrY:tree-be_located plane� CLENr+HANOLE-pred 
'(I) use the plane to flatten the wood.' 
\ [ j j l / ^ 
! : : 
( 9 1 ) W A L L , / A S C R E W - D R V I E R J CLENTITY： screw-the-wall,+J/A ( V I D E O 6 6 ) 
wall screw-driver CLENrnr-pred 
'(I) use the screwdriver to screw the wall.' 
Jfc 
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( 9 2 ) W A L L I / A S C R E W - D R V I E R J CLHANDLE： screw-the-wall,+J/a ( V I D E O 6 7 ) 
wall screw-driver CLHANOLE-pred 
‘（I) use the screwdriver to screw the wall.' 
In (89) and (90), the two kinds of classifier handshapes, namely for the 
handling classifier and handshape 合 for whole entity+handling classifiers can be 
adopted to represent the instrument argument plane in the predicate. Also in (91) and 
(92), two different types of classifier handhshapes, namely, ^ for the whole entity 
classifier and handshape^ for the handling classifier are adopted to represent the 
screwdriver. In fact, which type of classifier handshape is selected in the instrument 
classifier predicate depends on which particular aspect of the instrument is 
highlighted, be it size and shape as in (91), manner of manipulation in (89) and (92) or 
both in (90). Actually similar phenomena do exist not only in TJSL and probably in 
other signed languages, but also in spoken languages. Aikhenvald (2000: 41-45) 
observes that there is actually great variability in noun class systems with 
semantically transparent classes. In spoken languages, such variability highlights a 
particular aspect of the corresponding referent in terms of sex, shape, function or even 
attitude of the speaker towards it. For instance, in the language called Ket, a growing 
tree is masculine, a cut down tree is feminine; and upright tree is masculine, a tree 
with a curved trunk is feminine. Also, change of gender in Alamblak implies a change 
in shape and size of an inanimate object (Bruce 1984). In Kxoe (Khoisn; Heine 1982: 
198), an inanimate noun stem can be assigned masculine or feminine gender 
depending on its shape. Regarding this, in signed languages, the variation of classifier 
handshapes based on semantic features should not lead us to conclude that such 
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constructions are not linguistic at all (ref. Cogill-Koez 2000). As shown in the above 
examples, the choice of an instrument classifier is usually from a limited set of at 
most three handshapes and depends on whether the feature highlighted by the 
predicate is shape, manner of manipulation or both. Since the features selected by the 
predicate are mostly semantic to the extent of idiosyncractic, variability is only to be 
expected. However, we do find systematicity within variability in the choice of 
classifiers in TJSL. 
Except for the above variability of classifier handhapes, the obligatory occurrence 
of the classifier handshape morpheme and the limited number of possible handshapes 
are the main characteristics of instrument classifier predicates. 
6.2.4.2.2 Classifier handshape and (p-feature specification 
Zwitserlood (2003, 2008) proposes a limited set of morphosyntactic features 
(cp-features) for gender agreement realized by classifier handshape in NGT. There are 
three types of feature specifications in Zwitserlood's analysis: (1) features that specify 
animacy and leggedness: [animate] [legged]; (2) features that specify size and shape 
[straight] [small] [flat] [volume] ； (3) features that specify the amount of control 
exercised by a manipulator [handle/control]. In the study of instrument classifier 
predicate in TJSL, We find the feature geometry proposed by Zwitserlood attractive, 
since most of the properties on classifier handshape are generalized into a limited set 
of morphosyntactic features ready to be applied to the syntactic computation of the 
predicate. However, problems arise when we apply such features to instrument 
classifier handshapes in TJSL: 
Firstly, as discussed in section 6.3.3, agentivity has been separated from the 
property of classifier handshape, the feature that specify animacy [animate] is not 
applicable to instrument classifier handshapes anymore. Yet, since signer's body has 
been identified to indicate agentivity in instrument classifierpredicates, [animate] 
should be attributed as an important feature specification for the grammatical function 
of agent encoding to the signer's body. Furthermore, as discussed in the previous 
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section, a 'handler' may not necessarily be an animate being. It may be an inanimate 
causer (see example (71)), thus agentivity is no longer associated with the handling 
classifier handshape. Therefore, it should be noted here that [handle] is not a feature 
specifying agentivity as proposed in ASL (Benedicto and Brentari 2004) or Catalan 
Sign Language (Benedicto et. al 2007). Rather, it is just a manner feature, which 
classifies entities in the same way as other features do. 
Secondly, as for the feature specification [legged], it is only applicable in other 
predicate types which involve body part classifiers or semantic classifiers, but such 
classifier types are not found in instrument classifier predicates, thus we will 
temporarily leave it aside, since it is irrelevant to our current study. 
Thirdly, we find that the features indicating size and shape ([small] [flat] [straight]) 
may not be binary. For instance, it is most ad hoc if we mark a particular handshape 
繁 or with the feature [+small] or [-small] if we don't define a contrast between 
them. Moreover, there may be different degrees of smallness among 為，^  and 念. 
The same argument goes to features like [flat] and [straight]. Therefore, such 
semantically concrete features should be generalized as [size] [shape] and [volume]. 
The specifications for size and shape are straightforward. The feature [volume] 
indicates the referent is characterized as three-dimentional (henceforth 3-D) object, 
yet the underspecification of feature [volume] indicates the referent is irrelevant to 
3-D. Note that there are cases where different handshapes share one feature set. 
Therefore, there may be variants of the same underlying handshape morpheme and 
the choice is subject to encyclopedia feature checking after spell out. 
In addition, there exists one particular type of polysemous classifier handshape in 
TJSL, which may be classified as either whole entity classifier or handling classifier, 
depending on its behavior in the predicate�In other words, such classifier handshape 
may be connected to two feature sets. Whether such classifier handshape bears the 
feature [handle] is determined by the morphosyntactic behavior in the predicate. For 
instance: 
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(93) CUP, CL而汀Y:cup,-fall-down-toward-right-sidea_^b (VDIEO 70) 
cup CLENTiTY-pred 
‘The cup falls down to its right side.' 
暮 善 
(94) CUP, CLHANDLE:put_cupi down_to_right_sidea�b (VDIEO 69) 
cup CLeANDLE-pred 
'(I) put the cup down to its right side.' 
In the two examples above, the same handshape ^ is used in both predicates. 
The predicate in example (93) is unaccusative intransitive, therefore such a handshape 
belongs to the category of whole entity classifiers. On the other hand, the predicate 
with the same classifier handshape in example (94) is transitive because the classifier 
handshape indicates the handling of the entity cup�Although the classifier handshape 
is the same in the two predicates, the grammatical function of such a handshape is 
quite different. The different grammatical functions of the classifier handshape, we 
argue, are determined by the syntax of the corresponding predicate. Although the 
features that specify size and shape of the object cup is the same (i.e. [size] [shape] 
[volume]), the feature that specifies the [handle] is different (i.e.(93) is — ([handle] 
feature is underspecified) and (94) is [handle] . These two examples show that a 
classifier handshape may be specified for different morphosyntactic features due to 
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their different syntactic behaviors in different predicates. This observation is in line 
with the DM framework that a morpheme may be acategorical at the outset and 
assumes a specific grammatical category when it merges with a functional head. 
Different spell-outs of grammatical function will arise as a result of the different 
syntactic environment a particular morpheme is involved in. 
In light of discussion above, we present a list of feature specifications for the 
different types of classifier handshapes in Tables (6.3-6.5). 
Classifier 
Example size shape volume handle 
handshape 
1 fl CLENTiTY;Use-toothbrush-to 
V V ~ 
\ / -brush-teeth 
' ： ‘ ,, . . . . . ‘ 
2 py^ CLENTiTY:use-shovel-to-pic 
墻 V V -- --
j ； ! k-up-bean sprouts 
3 ^ CLENTITY： use-ra2or-to-shav 
勒 ： , V -- ~ 
) I '： e-beard ^ 
‘‘ S i 底 
4 CLENTiTY:use-bottle 
„ , — V V 一 -
opener-to-open-bottle 
5 fjii CLeNTiTY-use-book-to-swat 
/jsCo — V -- --
it 身 
6 CLENTrrY:use-book 
V V V — 
W clip-to-mark-pages 
7 ！ CLr;NTiTY:use-clothes-clip-t 
8 CLENTiTY:use-telescope-to-
K^X V V V ~ 
J / look-at 
9 1 \ C L E N T i i Y u s e - r a z o r - l o - s h a v 
MA … V V V — 
Table 6.3 Feature specification for whole entity classifiers ( C L F N T I T Y ) 
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Classifier 
Example size shape volume handle 
handshape 
/ ^ ^ / C L H A N D L E use-muddler-to-s 
V ‘ ^ tir-coffee 二，， ； ' / , 
2 CLHANDLE:use-newspaper-t 
/ o-swat-fly 
3 c KHANDLF use-book-t()-s\\ 
4 — \ CLHANDLEUse-book-clip-to-
V V V V 
• clip-book： 
'':/, 5 CLHANDLE use-clolhes-clip-
Z lo-clip-clothes 
6 CLHANDLE:Use-stick-to-stir-
1 V V 
/ / soup 
7 r CLHANDLE press-button 
Table 6.4 Feature specifications for handling classifiers (CLHANTM F ) 
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Classifier 
Example size shape volume handle 
handshape 
； ‘ “ 一 ‘ “ ： ' I ‘ r . ~ A CLENT+KAND:use-plan ‘‘ ‘ 
V.：'- r > 仆 ‘ ： ^ >> ^ � “ / V ] 
V ‘； “ r \ e-to-plane-wood ‘ … ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
2 . CLENT+HAND:use-hair-
V V V V 
Z d r i e r - t o - d r y - h a i r 
3 /} CLlm H\�D:use-gun-
4 CLENT+HAND:use-e-raz 
乂 擦 -- V V V 
or-to-shave-beard 
：5 y \ \ CLt>jT+HANiD:use-iron-
_ _ _ _ _ m A 
: to-iron-clothes 
6 CLENT+HAND^use-e-too 
thbrush-to-brush-teet V V V V 
h 
Table 6.5 Feature specifications for whole entitv+handiing classifiers 
(CLFNT+HAND) 
To sum, we propose that there are mainly two types of feature specifications 
relevant to instrument classifier handshapes in TJSL: (1) features pertaining to size 
and shape or 3-Dimention, namely, [size] [shape] [volume] (2) features pertaining to 
manner of handling or manipulation: [handle]. As stated above, the feature [animate] 
is specified on the signer's body rather than the classifier handshape. After discussing 
the necessary cp-features in the characterization of instruments in TJSL, we will 
elaborate on the grammatical function of referential loci in the following section. 
6.2.4.2.3 Locationalization of classifier handshapes in space 
Representing arguments in the signing space is highly common in signed 
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languages. Participants such as the signer, addressee or other referents present in the 
discourse may be assigned a locus in space. Even if they are not present, an abstract 
locus in the signing space will be set up to refer to these referents. This process is 
called localization (Zwitserlood 2003). Localization of a referent is made possible by 
pointing to a locus in the signing space, or signing a referent in that specific locus. In 
either case, localization of a particular classifier makes locus referential. Once a 
referent is assigned to a locus in space, the locus can be used pronominally in the 
grammar. In what follows, we will focus on how referential locus is used in 
instrument classifier predicates in TJSL. 
(95) W O O D i CLTRACE:be_locateda PLANE�CLENT+HANDLE:plane-the-wood,+j/a ( V I D E O 48) 
Wood wood- loca ted plane CLENT+HANDLE:plan-the-\vood 
'(I) use the plane to cut wood.' 
In (95), the theme argument wood is assigned to a referential locus in space, and 
the movement of the instrument classifier is directed towards the locusx that 
represents the theme argument wood in the predicate. Zwitserlood (2008) mentions 
that this referential locus is always related to arguments such as source, goal or 
location. For instrument classifier predicates, we propose that the referential locus is 
• 21 
associated with the theme argument as well as its location. 
In this section, we have provided some observations regarding the nature of 
handling and whole entity classifiers in some specific types of classifier predicates in 
TJSL. We have also justified why the signer's body is argumental, as a 'super 
classifier' for the agent, whose feature specifications differ from the handshape 
classifiers. This division of labor is crucial for characterizing instrument classifier 
predicates in TJSL, probably in other signed languages too. With these preliminaries, 
we proceed to offer a formal account of this type of classifier predicates within the 
21 . 
At it stands, whether the locus is argumental or not is an empirical question and has been subject to constant 
debate in the literature. In the present study, we leave the question open here and focus on the fact that the locus 
does accommodate a theme argument. 
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framework of DM and Pylkkanen's proposal of applicatives as syntactic heads in 
natural languages. 
6.3 Structural representation of instrument classifier 
predicates 
6.3.1 Voice^ and volitional external argument in instrument 
classifier predicates 
Following Pylkkanen's analysis, we assume that it is Voice^, not verb, that 
introduces an external argument in the specifier position. The grammatical function of 
Voice^ is to relate the agent argument to the event described by the verb. Therefore, 
the function of v^ is no longer one of introducing an agentive external argument; 
rather, following DM, it is a verbalizing head that combines with a root (Marantz, 
1993, 1997) to introduce the predicate of an event, be it stative or dynamic. Therefore, 
v^ does not function similarly to Voice® in the sense that it is not an 
argument-introducer (Harley 1995; Cuervo 2003; Folli and Harley 2005). In the case 
of instrument classifier predicates in TJSL, the events denoted are always activities, 
thus the verbalizing v® is always VDYNAMIC- In the following analysis, we will adopt 
the assumption that there is separation between Voice�and v®. Voice^ introduces a 
volitional agent, the external argument to the event described by the verb, which 
selects a vP via the process of Event Identification, v® on the other hand introduces an 
event predicate and bears a thematic relation with the internal argument, the direct 
object, if any. 
To recap, in section 6.3.3, the signer's body is always associated with specific 
properties pertaining to the agent argument, as confirmed by the agent oriented 
non-manual tests. Therefore, syntactically the signer's body constitutes as a 
morphemic realization of Voice^ in instrument classifier predicates TJSL, to mark the 
agent argument. 
1 2 0 
6.3.2 Instrument as high applicative 
As mentioned in section 5.2.2, Pylkkanen (2008:14) puts forward a typology of 
functional heads to introduce non-core arguments in the event structure, among which 
she makes a distinction of high and low applicative structures�She further suggests 
that instruments, like benefactives, belong to the group of arguments that are 
introduced by a high applicative head. An example can be found in Chichewa's 
instrumental, as in (96) (taken from Baker 1988: 385). She argues that instrument is 
not a low applicative argument because there exists no direct relationship between the 
two individuals ~ the instrument and the theme, as it is in English double object 
constructions "Jane baked Bill a cake." where Bill possesses the cake as a result of the 
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baking event. 
(96) Mavuto a-na-emb-ir-a mpeni mtsuko 
Mavuto SP-PAST-mold-APPL-ASP knifewaterpot 
'Mavuto molded the waterpot with a knife.' (Baker 1988: 385) 
In example (96), mpeni (knife) bears an instrumental relation to the event of 
molding, but no relation to the direct object mtsuko (waterpot). 
To recap in section 6.3.1, we find that there are two types of 3-place predicates 
represented by classifier constructions in TJSL, namely, classifier predicates of 
transfer, and instrument classifier predicates. These two types of classifier predicates 
are morphologically very similar on the surface, yet they give rise to different 
argument structures and syntactic behaviors�Transfer predicates always denote telic 
events, in which the classifier handshape is related to the theme argument and the 
referential locus marks the beginning or end point of the movement�Reduplication of 
the movement indicates accumulation of separate events. Instrument classifier 
predicates always denote activities. The classifier handshape is associated with the 
n Technically, the low applivative head is embedded in VP and the two internal arguments are selected by the root 
itself. 
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instrument argument, whereas the theme argument is either marked by a referential 
locus in the signing space or by a classifier handshape represented on the 
non-dominant hand. The movement of such a predicate can be reduplicated to denote 
an atelic event in which the agent is acting upon the theme within a span of time at the 
referential locus. Seen in the light of the different argument structures above, we 
propose that such difference can be captured by adopting Pylkannen's analysis in 
terms of the relationship between the applied object and the direct object. 
(97) BOY, CLENTiTY^boy.-locateda BOOK�CLHANDLE:give-the-bookj-to-the-boyb+a 
boy CLENTITY:boy-located book CLnANDLE-pred 
'(I) give the book to the boy.' 
[ ^ m m 
(98) FLYi CLENTiTY:fly,Jocateda NEWSPAPER�CLHANDLE:roll-the-newspaperj 
CLHANDLE:swat-fly,4-j/a (VIDEO 30) 
fly fly_located newspaper CLnANDLE-pred 
CLnANDLE-pred 
'(I) use the newspaper to swat fly.' 
A 
Example (97) demonstrates an example of classifier of transfer in TJSL. The book 
bears a direct relationship of tranfer to the indirect object the boy. Whereas in example 
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(98), the newspaper bears an instrumental relationship to the event of swatting, but no 
relation to the fly. In view of the different semantic contrast regarding the relationship 
of the two objects between classifiers of transfer and instrument classifier predicates, 
we propose that they actually fall into the contrast between high and low applicatives, 
as proposed by Pylkannen (2002, 2008). Unlike spoken languages, like English, 
which only allow low applicatives in double object constructions, classifier 
constructions in TJSL allows both high and low applicatives. In the current study, we 
propose that different from classifiers of transfer, relevant properties of instrument 
classifier predicates show that it belong to high applicative constructions. The high 
applicative head serves to relate ‘new event participants to the event described by the 
verb' (Pylkkanen 2008: 69). Although Pylkkanen (2002, 2008) claims that instrument 
is a high applicative argument, she did not offer any account except for the semantic 
requirement that this argument is related to the event rather than to an individual (i.e. 
direct object). 
In chapter 4, we observed that in TJSL instrument classifier predicates 
obligatorily require an intermediate causer to facilitate the action performed by the 
agent on the theme. In this sense, the instrument argument bears no direct relationship 
with the theme argument, yet it is required by the causing event to facilitate the 
agent's action upon the theme. In this light, instrument argument should be located 
little vP-extemally, as a manner of causation. The significance of projecting the high 
applicative phrase, in contrast to low applicative phrase, in syntax lies in the semantic 
dependency between causation and instrumentality in the event structure. 
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One of the advantages of this syntactic structure for instrument classifier 
predicate in TJSL is that it clearly shows that the instrument argument, previously 
analyzed under the VP shell analyses, is actually external to the vP projection (=VP in 
traditional analysis). Thus, the instrument argument is not selected by the verb, but 
lies external to it. Therefore, instrument argument in instrument classifier predicates 
in TJSL is structurally distinguishable from classifiers of transfer, in which both the 
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Another advantage of the above structure is that it distinguishes two different 
types of heads that introduce external arguments. Although the applicative head in 
high applicative structure shown in (99) introduces an external argument in a similar 
manner to VoiceP (both are structurally external to the vP), the semantic property of 
the argument introduced by the applicative head is not the same as that of Voice. 
Agentivity is specific to VoiceP, while it is not to ApplP. We will illustrate how such 
syntactic structure can be applied to instrument classifier predicates by analyzing 
examples in TJSL in the next section. 
6.3.3 How instrument classifier predicates are derived in 
TJSL? 
Based on the previous discussions on how instrument classifier predicates are 
captured within Pylkannen's analysis, we will elaborate on how they are derived 
syntactically within the framework of DM. To recap, we have found three different 
types of classifier handshapes in instrument classifier predicates in TJSL, namely: 
whole entity classifiers (CLENT)，handling classifiers (CLHANDLE) and whole 
entity+handling classifiers (CLENT+HAND). In what follows, we will present their 
corresponding structural configurations one by one. 
To recall, the overall syntactic structure for instrument classifier predicates in 
TJSL is as follows. 
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(101) ^ ^ ^ ^ 
V o i c e P • cyclic domalri under VoiceP 
Encyclopedia: 
A G E N T Voice, conceptual ^ …… 
, \ Interface ^ 
Voice ApplP ^ 
[…]八 ， . . 
INST A P P L I N S T 
I — — - n 
/ PF Vocabulary Insertion 
A p p l i N S T X v P • cyclic domain under little v 
[..jX 八 
/ V D YNAMIC V P 
/ A 
V M O V TFLEME 
% % % ^ / 
signer's body CL handshape movement ref locus/CL h^dshape 
(dominant hand) (non-dominant hand) 
With this structure, we assume that instrument classifier predicates consist of a 
root ( V M O V ) , 
which merges an internal argument as its complement. This root 
V M O V has neither a syntactic category nor a phonological specification at this stage. 
The syntactic category of this element will not be specified until it merges with little v, 
which is a functional verbalizing head. The theme argument, which is projected as the 
complement of the root V M O V bears a set of morphosyntactic features, be they locus 
feature or features specifmg for size and shapeSubsequent ly , 
V M O V merges witn 
V and establishes a cyclic domain in which the structure is shipped off to PF and LF 
for Vocabulary Insertion to take place. The root V M O V will be inserted with a 
Vocabulary Item, the features of which match with the feature bundle specified in the 
structure. At PF, it is characterized by movement in the predicate. This intermediary 
23 We assume that the theme argument should be characterized for by the features pertaining to the entities 
involved in the predicate. 
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structure will receive an activity interpretation at LF with meaning negotiated at the 
Conceptual Interface. The theme argument will also be inserted with a Vocabulary 
Item, whose feature specifications matches with those specified in the structure. On 
the surface, this theme argument will be spelt-out by a classifier handshape on the 
non-dominant hand. The meaning of this internal argument will also be negotiated at 
the Conceptual Interface. At this stage of derivation, it is also necessary to specify for 
a [locus] feature for the theme argument, as regularly observed in the classifier 
predicates. 
Since only the phonological features for movement and locus and/or classifier 
handshape of the non-dominant hand have been inserted in the derivation, the sign is 
still not complete at this stage. The predicative root needs an event participant, which 
is realized by a classifier handshape on the dominant hand. Another cyclic domain 
begins by merging the vP with another functional projection ApplhighP that further 
incorporates the instrument argument external to the vP. The head Applhigh bears a set 
of feature specifications for referential and identification purposes. Moreover, since 
instrument classifier predicates require an agent, another functional projection is 
necessary to incorporate an agent argument. Thus, a VoiceP is further projected in the 
derivation. Voice being a phase head, at this stage, the derivation is once again 
shipped off to PF and LF. This time at spell-out, further phonological information is 
provided by the Vocabulary Items that bear of a feature bundle of instrument 
argument and agent argument. Up till now, the phonological features of the signer's 
body, handshapes for instrument and theme, locus and movement are inserted into the 
structure. 
With the descriptions of the morphosyntactic derivations in hand, we will 
illustrate how they are applied to the analysis of instrument classifier predicates 
involving different types of classifier handshape (i.e. C L E N T + H A N D L E , C L E N T I T Y and 
C L H A N D L E ) � 
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Derivation below little v 
In what follows, we will elaborate on the derivation of instrument classifier 
predicates from the process below little v. Note that at this stage the selection of 
morphosyntactic features to merge into the structure does not take place, as 
derivations are cyclic and the domain we will focus on involves derivations below 
little V, i.e. how the root merges with the theme argument. 
Let's first see an example with C L E N T + H A N D handshape in (102). 
( 1 0 2 ) T R E E , CLENTITY： TRECRBEJOCATEDA P L A N E � C L E N T + H A N D ： plane-wood,+J/A ( V I D E O 6 3 ) 
tree C L e n t i t y :tree-be_located plane CLENT+HAND-pred 
'(I) use the plane to plane the wood.' 
WK[‘ 
The derivation of the instrument classifier predicate in (102) meaning “(I) use the 
plane to flatten the wood。，’ starts from the merging of a root V M O V with a theme 
argument as its complement. The theme argument, which is located at the complement 
of V M O V specifies for a morphosyntactic feature [locus] plus some other features 
pertaining to the entity in question. 
The root V M O V and 
its complement form a 
rootPhrase. Then, the rootPhrase merges with a functional verbalizing head little v, 
creating a cyclic domain�The structure is shipped off to PF and to LF and the 
Conceptual Interface as shown in the tree diagram in (103). Vocabulary Insertion 
marks the root with a path movement and the structure receives the interpretation of 
an action, whose meaning is negotiated at the Conceptual Interface level as 'X to 
plane Y'. The theme argument is also spelt out in PF, the Vocabulary Items referential 
locus, which bears the feature [locus] matching the feature bundle specified in the 
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complement position of the rootPhrase, will be inserted. The meaning of it will be 
negotiated at the Conceptual interface as 'X to plane Y(Y=the wood)'. This is 
illustrated in (103). 
(103) Derivation, Vocabulary Insertion and Interpretation below little v for example 
(102) 
v P � , ^ Encylopedic: 
^ C o n c e p t u a l ^ / ". . .Z to plane Y(Y=the 
V D Y N A M I C V P — ” 
个 ， A 1 / L F 
V M O V T H E M E 
广 、 PF 
path Vocabulary Insertion 
orientation [ l O C ] | 、丨」,j J 
movement referential locus 
The derivations of predicates involving different classifier handshapes under 
little V is similar. Yet they differ only in terms of feature specification for the theme 
argument and meaning negotiation after being shipped off to LF for interpretation. For 
instance, (104) is an example of instrument classifier predicate with an entity 
classifier handshape (CLENTITY), and the syntactic structure is illustrates in (105) 
below. 
( 1 0 4 ) W O M A N CLENTITY:NAILI/A R O U G H N A I L - F I L E � C L E N T I T Y : f i l e - n a i l , + y a ( V I D E O 2 0 ) 
woman nail rough nail-file CLnNTiTY-pred 
'The woman's nail is rough. She uses the nail-file to file nail.' 
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- • • - “ T' 
(105) Derivation, Vocabulary Insertion and Interpretation below little v for example 
(104) 
Encylopedic: 
' \ . . X t o f i l e Y(Y=nail)" 
v P A ,X 
/ Conceptual 
VDYNAMic VP 
个 八 z ^ ^ ^ ^ 
V M O V T H E M E 
广 、 八 义PF 
path Vocabulary Insertion 
orientation [ s i z e ] [ s h a p e ] 丨 
movement ^ 
Different from example (102), the feature bundle specified at the complement of 
the rootPhrase V M O V is [size][shape]. With other general derivational process being 
the same, when it comes to Vocabularty Insertion after spell-out, the Vocabulary Item 
inserted here must bear corresponding features matching the feature buncle specified 
in the structure. Since the ^ handshape is a phonological realization of the feature 
bundle of [size][shape], these features match with the feature bundle specified in the 
structure. Thus, this vocabulary Item ^ is qualified to be inserted. Subsequently, when 
it comes to the process of meaning negotiation at the conceptual interface after 
interpretation, the meaning of the whole structure is negotiated as 'X to file 
r(Y=nail)，. 
(105) is an example of instrument classifier predicate with a C L H A N D L E handshape. 
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The structural representation of (106) below little v is illustrated as (107) below: 
(106) FISH CAN,/A IRON CAN-OPENER�CLHANDLE： open-the-can丨(VIDEO 27) 
fish can iron can-opener CLnANDLE-pred 
'(I) use the can-opener to open the can.' 
(107) Derivation, Vocabulary Insertion and Interpretation below little v for 
example (106) 
Encylopedic: 
“...X to open 
vP A z ^ 
^ Conceptual …” 
V D Y N A M I C V P / V ! ! " ^ 
T 八 I /^ l f 
V M O V T H E M E 
广 -N X PP 
path / \ Vocabulary Insertion 
orientation [size][shape][l: andlc] j 
\ . [volume] J 
. J 
movement ^ 
As shown in (107), with other formational processes similar to (103) and (105), 
the feature bundle specified for theme argument in the structure is 
[size] [shape] [volume] [handle] ； the Vocabulary Item, which specifies the most features 
as required by the structure without feature clashing, will be inserted�Then the ^ 
handshape is inserted, since this Vocabulary Items bears the feature bundle matching 
with those specified in the structure. When it comes to meaning negotiation at 
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Conceptual Interface after interpretation in LF, the meaning of the whole structure is 
negotiated as ‘Xto open 7(Y=can)'. 
After showing the derivational process below little v, we will continue to 
elaborate on the derivation in the upper cyclic domain, which is above little v, under 
VoiceP. 
Derivation above little v 
Since the predicative root, which has been categorized as a verbal element, needs 
event participant(s) other than the internal argument, the derivation continues. The 
functional projection ApplhighP is merged above vP in order for the instrument, the 
non-core argument, to be incorporated into the structure. Since the event also needs an 
agent, VoiceP is projected above ApplhighP. After merging both ApplhighP and VoiceP 
above the little vP, the cyclic derivation once again completes and the structure is 
shipped off to PF for vocabulary insertion and LF for interpretation and meaning 
negotiation. With the derivational process above little v being the same for instrument 
classifier predicates, in this section, we will focus on the elaboration of how 
Vocabulary Items compete for insertion into the structure by making use of the above 
examples ((102) (104) and (106)) with different types of classifier handshapes. We 
will start by examining the projection of A P P L H I G H P , which involves a C L E N T + H A N D 
handshape. Example (80) illustrates the derivation involved. 
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(108) Derivation, vocabulary insertion and interpretation below VoiceP for example 
(102) 
• a human being use an instrument to 
flatten a wood 
_ , . _ • the instrument has two handlers at 
VoiceP 
each side and a square piece of 
AGENT V ^ o i c e ' \ wood with a piece of knife in the 
middle 
AGENT-oriented Voice' / 
non-manual adverbials „ ‘ ， 
‘ � Conceptual 
Voice ApplP -
[animate] , Interface 
INST AppliNST, ^ ^ 
/ \ Z � I — — - N 
/ PF Vocabulary Insertion 
A p p l i N S T ^ ^ ^ 
[size] [shape][voIura^ v+ V MOV theme 
[handle / y A ^ 
令 令 令 令 
signer's body fV movement locus/CL handshape 
As said, the instrument argument may come with different handshape classifiers 
comprised of different combination of gender features (i.e. [size], [shape], [handle], 
[volume]). Therefore, during the process of vocabulary insertion, competition will 
take place as only one set of features characterizing a particular classifier handshape 
will be selected for spelt-out and that set should match with those at the head of 
ApplhighP. For instance, in example (102), some of the most relevant Vocabulary Items 
competing for insertion are listed in (109): 
(109) a ,合一 [size] [shape] [volume] [handle] 
b. f^ - [volume] [handle] 
c . � - [size] [shape] [volume][handle] 
d. signer's body - [animate] 
For Vocabulary insertion at spell-out, the most highly specified and non-clashing 
Vocabulary Item will be selected. Since the features specified at head ApplhighP, as 
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shown in the structure (108), are listed as [size] [shape] [volume] [handle], The 
Vocabulary Items listed in (109a), (109b), (109c) and (109d) will compete for 
vocabulary insertion in order to match the feature specifications at head ApplhighP. 
(109b) and (109d) are ruled out for the following reasons: (109b) is ruled out because 
the Vocabulary Item handshape is not the one among the other handshapes that 
bears the most features that match with the feature bundle specified at head Applhigh in 
the structure. (109a) and (109c) bear more features that match with the feature 
specifications at head Applhigh- (109c) is ruled out because the Vocabulary Item the 
signer，s body only bears the feature [animate], and does not match any feature in the 
feature bundle specified at the head Applhigh, The insertion of (109c) will result in 
incompatibility of feature matching between the functional head Applhigh in the 
structure and the Vocabulary Item the signer 's body. As a result, only the Vocabulary 
Item of (109a) f r and (109c) ^ are possible candidates to be inserted at head 
ApplhighP, because they are the Vocabulary Items with the most highly specified 
features in the list. 
Readers may notice that Vocabulary Items in (109a) and (109c) have the same 
feature specifications matching for insertion, then why only (109a), not (109c), is 
inserted in the derivation? It should be noted here that, as shown in Table 6.4, some 
classifier handshapes share the same set of feature specification. For instance, in 
example (102), both handshapes as illustrated in (109a) and (109c) have the same 
feature specifications for [size] [shape] [volume] [handle]. We assume that these two 
classifier handshapes:臂 and 合 are variants of the same underlying morpheme. The 
reason why only fV is inserted is due to encyclopedia knowledge at the conceptual 
interface after derivation. Since the instrument plane that is used to 'plane the wood' 
is an entity with two handles at two sides respectively and a long thin wood with a flat 
surface between the two handles, thus the other handshape is ruled out regarding 
its incompatibility with encyclopedic knowledge in the real world. 
After appropriate vocabulary insertion has taken place at head ApplhighP, 
candidates for Vocabulary Items will continue to compete for insertion at head Voice 
node. This time, the sign is already phonologically specified for a classifier handshape 
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for head ApplhighP. Since double specification for one handshape in classifier 
predicates is prohibited by phonological rules, Only the Vocabulary Item signer 's 
body, which has feature specifications for [animate] can be inserted without feature 
clashes. 
It should be noted here that since agentivity could be tested through 
agent-oriented non-manuals in TJSL, there should be a place in the structure that 
accommodates such agentive adverbials. Since VoiceP is projected to accommodate 
the agent argument, then spec-Voice' should be reserved for agent-oriented 
non-manuals. This gives rise to the existence of intermediate Voice' in the structure to 
accommodate agent-oriented non-manuals in TJSL. 
At this stage, all the phonological features required in a sign have been inserted 
into the structure without violating the morphosyntactic, semantic as well as 
phonological requirements. In addition, no incompatibility is observed when 
negotiating meaning with encyclopedic knowledge at the Conceptual Interface. The 
derivation completes. 
(110) and (111) below display the structural representations of the derivational 
process above little v for example (104) and (106) respectively: 
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(110) Derivation, vocabulary insertion and interpretation above little v for example 
(104) 
• a human being use an instrument to 
V o i c e P file his/her nail 
j / ^ \ • the instrument has thin and flat 
A G E N T v o i c e 
八 surface 
八.， 
AGENT-oriented V o i c e ' 
誦 — 一 八 
Conceptual 广 
Voice ApplP , Z 
[+animate] LF Interface 
INST Appl iNST' 
八 Z I — — - N 
/ PF Vocabulary Insertion 
Appl iNST 又 I 
[ s i z e ] [ s h a p ^ v + V M O V theme / 
. A J 
signer's body ^ movement ref locus/CL handshape 
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( I l l ) Derivation, vocabulary insertion and interpretation above little v for example 
(106) 
• a human being use an instrument to 
open a can 
• the instrument is handled in the 
hand 
VoiceP 
• the shape of the can is round and 
A G E N T voice' \ cylindrical 
A . ， > ^ ^ — — 
AGENT-oriented V o i c C ^ 乙 
non-manual adverbials Conceptual 
Voice ApplP 
[+an imate ] X I^r face 
INST A P P L I N S T ’ ^ 
^ 
/ PF Vocabulary Insertion 
AppliNST 
[ h a n d l e ] 彻 V t h e m e 
. / . A 
signer's body ^ movement ref locus/CL handshape 
(110) and (111) are structural representations for the derivational process for 
examples (104) and (106). The derivational process above little v, as shown in (110) 
and (111), takes place through the same way as shown in example (108). They only 
differ in the feature specifications in head ApplhighP. Different feature specifications in 
head ApplhighP results in different Vocabulary Insertion, hence different classifier 
handshapes at spell-out. For instance, as shown in (110), the feature bundle specified 
in head ApplhighP is [size][shape] will result in a whole entity classifier handshape 
during vocabulary insertion. The inserted vocabulary item will be subject to further 
meaning negotiation after interpretation at LF. This explains why the entity classifier 
handshape ^ becomes the only candidate at the end of the process. If the feature 
bundle specified at head ApplhighP is [handle], then only vocabulary items that pertain 
to handling classifier handshapes can be inserted in order to match the feature [handle] 
specified in the structure. Yet, not all handling classifier handshapes in the language 
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can be inserted, because the Vocabulary Item selected for insertion has to be subject to 
further meaning negotiation at the Conceptual Interface, to check the compatibility 
with encyclopedic knowledge in the real word. Therefore, at last only the Vocabulary 
Item ^ is compatible with encyclopedic knowledge, so far as example (111) is 
concerned. 
6.4 Interim discussion and conclusion 
In this section, we invoke an ApplP account for instrument classifier predicates in 
TJSL. Firstly, we argue that it is the high applicative head which lies in between the 
VoiceP and vP that introduces the instrument argument into the predicates. The high 
applicative denotes a relation between the instrument argument and the event 
represented by the vR Secondly, although the high applicative head lies externally to 
vP in the same manner as VoiceP, agentivity is specific to VoiceP. Voice introduces an 
agent argument, whereas Applhigh introduces a non-core, non-agentive external 
arguments, like instrument in instrument classifier predicates in TJSL. Thirdly, this 
structure also distinguishes instruments from other internal arguments, such as 
recipients, which lie within VP. At last, we fleshed out the derivation of instrument 
classifier predicates within the framework of Distributed Morphology. As we have 
shown in section 6.3.3, the formational process of instrument classifier predicate 
includes derivations both below little vP, which has a lexical function, and above little 
vP, which incorporates functional elements. Such complex derivations of ICL 
predicates in TJSL is done in syntax rather than in a generative lexicon where lexical 
items are drawn out for syntactic computation. This further shows that Distributive 
Morphology can adequately support the analysis of such complex morphosyntactic 
structure of instrument classifier predicates in signed languages. 
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Chapter Seven Conclusions 
7.1 Summery 
In this research project, we attempt to unravel the semantic and syntactic 
properties of instrument classifier predicates in TJSL. Data from TJSL show that the 
correlation between classifier handshape and argument structure of the predicate, as 
suggested by Brentari and Benedicto (2004) in ASL, does not hold in TJSL. We have 
systematically devised an inventory of instrument classifier handshapes and classified 
them according to the criteria in the literature. It turned out that three types of 
classifier handshapes are observed, namely, whole entity classifier, handling classifier 
and whole entity+handling classifier. Agentivity tests were adopted in order to detect 
the existence of agent argument in these predicates. The results showed that whole 
entity classifiers indeed can enter into transitive predicates, which is contrary to the 
argument of Zwitserlood (2003) and Benedicto and Brentari's (2004) that whole 
entity classifier can only be found in unaccusative predicates and related only to 
internal arguments. In instrument classifier predicates in TJSL, whole entity 
classifiers are associated with instrument arguments only. Thus, there arises the 
question how the agent argument is represented in such predicates, as these predicates 
are typically transitive and agentive. The adoption of non-manual analysis as well as 
agent-related adverb test showed that the signer's body is closely related to the agent 
argument. With agent-oriented non-manuals, even the whole entity classifiers can 
enter into these transitive, instrument classifier predicates�We also found a type of 
classifier handshapes, which interestingly combine whole entity and handling 
classifiers. Adopting Brentari and Benedicto's (2004) analysis, it would be difficult to 
analyze these counterexamples, because one particular predicate could not be 
unaccusative and transitive at the same time. Our analysis in which the signer's body 
assumes that argument of agent can resolve the whole entity+handling classifier 
puzzle. 
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Moreover, we also argued that handling classifiers cannot determine the 
agentivity of the predicate. If a handler is not a human being, agent argument will not 
appear in handling classifier predicates as proposed by Benedicto and Brentari (2004) 
in ASL and Benedicto et al. (2007) in Catalan Sign Language. Thus, this provides 
evidence that the encoding of agentive information should be separated from classifier 
handshape. In view of these findings, we reach a conclusion that classifier handshape 
morpheme are not correlated to the valency of the predicate. Also, classifier 
handshape morpheme cannot determine the argument structure of the predicate. Data 
in TJSL show that it is possible for three different types of classifier handshapes to be 
adopted in the same predicate and the choice depends on which morphosyntactic 
feature(s), be it size and shape, manner of manipulation or both, is(are) selected in the 
predicate. 
7.2 Theoretical implications 
The first theoretical implication concerns whether the above findings represent 
only some language specific properties of a variety of Chinese Sign Language, or it is 
a universal pattern of signed languages. So far as we know，there have been few 
systematic analyses of classifier predicates taking instrument as the focus of study, 
except for some discussion in Meir (2001). Therefore, more cross-linguistic study is 
necessary to assess the significance of this phenomenon. With more data, we will be 
in a position to further verify Benedicto and Brentari's (2004) hypothesis. 
The second theoretical implication lies in the syntactic status of instrument in 
instrument classifier predicates in TJSL. Unlike spoken language, instrument 
argument in TJSL is an obligatory argument. This observation led us to propose that 
they do not behave like pure adjuncts in spoken languages, e.g. the one headed by a 
preposition in English. Neither do we find the status of instruments the same as 
internal arguments such as theme in the predicates. Adopting Pylkannen's (2002, 2008) 
applicative structure in DM framework, we propose that ApplhighP should be projected 
syntactically to accommodate the instrument argument in instrument classifier 
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predicates. To be more specific, the ApplhighP structurally lies between the VoiceP and 
vP. The instrument argument is located in the spec of ApplP. This structure gives a 
more satisfactory explanation as to why instrument is obligatory in this type of 
predicates in TJSL, which also contributes to the status of instrument argument in 
natural languages in general. To recapitulate, we put forward the proposal that 
instrument is selected by a functional applicative head lying externally to vP in the 
same manner as VoiceP. Although ApplhighP lies externally to vP in the same manner 
as VoiceP, semantically agentivity is specific to VoiceP, not vP (cf. Kim 2011). In 
addition, the analysis of ApplhighP being an external argument introducer, besides 
VoiceP, also gives support to the claim that instrument argument is not selected by the 
main verb, thus can not be simply accounted for by the VP shell analyses (cf. Ono 
1992). 
The current analysis focuses on TJSL, yet it may be applied to other signed 
languages, or even spoken languages in general. As we have shown, when the 
ApplhighP is projected, the accommodation of instrument argument is structurally 
required. This position finds its support from spoken languages. For example, Lin 
(2001) claimed that the instrument argument in Chinese is obligatory in some specific 
constructions and behaves like an internal argument. 
(112) a. yong bi xie xin 
use pen write letter 
'use a pen to write a letter' or 'write a letter with a pen' 
b � x i e zhe zhi bi 
write this CL pen 
'use this pen to write' or ‘to write with this pen' 
(113) a. yong dao qie rou 
use knife cut meat 
‘use knife to cut meat' or 'cut meat with knife' 
b � q i e zhe ba dao 
cut this CL knife 
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‘use this knife to cut' or 'cut with this knife' 
(Lin 2001:202-203) 
Such phenomenon is due to the implicitness of the applicative head projected in 
syntax. In other cases in Chinese, the instrument argument can also be introduced by a 
free light verb yong (USE) into the predicate. However, it does not mean that all 
instrument argument may be demoted as an adjunct, which is adjoined to the predicate 
through a preposition. For instance, instrument argument in English can either be 
expressed through an explicit light verb use, as shown in (114), or through a demoted 
prepositional phrase of with, as shown in (115). 
(114) I use a knife to cut meat. 
(115) I cut meat with a knife. 
In languages such as Bantu, the applicative head may also be realized as an affix 
attached the verb. In this case, the affixes serve as explicit instrument argument 
introducers in the structure. In general, morphosyntactic introducer of instrument 
argument may vary from language to language: it may either be phonetically implicit 
or explicitly realized as an independent light verb, or a verbal affix attached to the 
main verb. The handshape classifier in instrument classifier predicates in TJSL just 
adds an example to the list of means to realize instrument argument. 
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electric fly swatter 
Table 7: Instrument entities 
Picture sample: 
Appendix II Notation conventions 
1. All lexical signs are glossed using capital letter, e.g. 'fly' will be glossed as 
FLY 
2. Indexicals will be glossed as IX-1, IX-2, IX-3 for pronouns, or simply IX-fly 
if the signer is pointing at the object. 
3. ‘-，e.g. CL:give-the-book-to-the-boy, hyphenated glossing indicate that these 
morphemes occur within one sign. 
4. a, b/ij e.g. CL:cupi-fall-downa—b, subscripts such as a and b indicate the locus of 
a referent in the signing space, whereas subscripts such as i and j indicate the 
referent, which is represented as classifier handshape. 
5. X 
e.g. YYYY : lines above a gloss indicate non-manual marking 
6. Compounds are glossed with a ^ to connect the signs, e.g. round^long & thin 
(SPOON) 
7. Classifier signs are glossed using the following format: 
a. C L E N T I T Y = a classifier predicate involving a whole entity classifier 
b. C L H A N D L E = A classifier predicate involving a handling classifier 
c. C L E N T + H A N D ^ a classifier predicate involving a combination of whole 
entity and handling classifier 
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